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Have you ever doubted God? They did. How much suffering will He allow—to redeem one soul?
Prepare to fall in love with four year old Daniel Ruddy, the special needs child that will steal your
heart as he joins your favorite characters from J. Helen Elza’s unforgettable Rosemillion in this
fairy tale-turned-nightmare for Kentuckians, Rose, Suzanne and Bennett who journey to the rural
mountains of West Virginia to help a friend establish a medical clinic.While suffering with the
survivors of the worst flood in West Virginia history Rose first learns that her fiancé, Jan, is MIA,
and then that he has been killed in Vietnam. Enter Quayle Johnson, the ruggedly handsome
Train Man. Obsessed with Rose and tortured by his unspoken love for her, Quayle wants to be
the reason that she will not return to Widows Hollow.Suzanne and Bennett must endure the
cruelest hardship of their lives. The court that granted them custody of young Daniel has
reversed its decision, condemning the little boy to a life of squalor and horror with the father who
despises him.Do you believe in second chances? Do you believe in judge not lest ye be judged?
Grab a hanky and discover the answer for yourself as you join Elza on a journey that lays bare
the human heart, a journey that twists and winds through the best and worst of the human
experience, a journey that will leave you soggy with tears, and desperate with hope, a journey
whose final destination is to be determined. Will Rose and friends survive the challenges of Wolf
Laurel Creek? Will they return to Widows Hollow?J. Helen Elza is the author of the highly
acclaimed Rosemillion, available in ten languages. Currently at work on Book III of the
Appalachian Trilogy, she hangs out with the dragonflies, seagulls and pelicans in Florida, Texas
and Tennessee.
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the content, the cover and the re-designed website..PrologueRose McKinley gripped the wheel
of her cherry red 1970 Chevy C10 pick-up with white knuckles.She had driven treacherous
roads before but Highway 10 in Southwestern West Virginia was different.Straining to see
through the relentless rain, she crept along the twists, turns and hair pin switchbacks at twenty-
five miles an hour. She had fishtailed and spun out twice already.Even though she was hours
late arriving at her friends’ home in Wolf Laurel Creek, she wasn’t going to take any chances on
this slick icy road.She had come too far in her twenty-eight years to let icy roads defeat her now.
She could hear the whispered reminder in her father Joseph’s voice. “We’s survivors, Pick! We
ain’t no hillbillies like them folks in town calls us. We’s mountaineers and survivors!”And Rose
had survived. By age sixteen she had lost both parents; her father to the miners’ curse, black
lung, and her mother to the ravages of a stroke that had left Isabel McKinley with a twisted body
and twisted speech.Losses like these had proven enough to destroy the strongest of survivors,
but there had been more, much more. There were siblings, four of them, and no breadwinner,
no father returning home from the mines with scrip or a paycheck, no mother returning from her
domestic labors with magical stories and fairy tales. There had been only Rose whose first
venture to the city to find work had proven to be a near fatal one.Lost in a blizzard and freezing in



a threadbare jacket, she would have surely perished. But God answers prayer.Rose twisted the
diamond engagement ring on her finger. He had placed it there. He had found her near-frozen
body and had saved her. Now he had waited for years to marry her. That truth alone was fairy
tale enough. Klaus Janssen Vandeventer, Jr., Jan, could have chosen any debutante or wealthy
heiress he wanted from his gilded inner circle of world class breeders and horse enthusiasts.But
he had refused them all and over his friends’ protests, had chosen her. He had pledged his love
for her repeatedly but Rose had refused. She had been an impoverished, illiterate orphan with
three brothers and a sister to feed and support. The townspeople called her hillbilly-- she and
others who were born on the wrong side of the tracks in one of Appalachia’s most desperate and
decimated regions. Rose could see him in her mind’s eye, his compassionate blue eyes, his
blonde hair and dimpled face, his taut muscles straining to control one of the magnificent
animals that had made his family name, Vandeventer, famous. He could have run but Jan had
elected to stay. He had been there for the announcement, right there on the courthouse steps
where a fairy tale--Isabel McKinley’s fairy tale, had forever changed Rose’s fate. Rosemillion,
the tale of a beloved child whose angelic singing and love for neighbors and kin turned
bleakness and despair into an enchanted garden, was just a fairy tale, her mother’s fairy tale. Or
so Rose had believed. It was to be their meager legacy, her own, and that of her siblings, Jimmy
Joe, Willie, Buddy, and Olivia. Neither Rose nor her family had been prepared for the enormity of
that inheritance. Rosemillion had banished the nightmare and saved them all, Rose, her family,
and her close-knit community, Widows Hollow. It was the fairy tale that had closed the doors of
poverty and illiteracy and opened the doors to education, freedom, and prosperity.Pick
McKinley, the name sounded so strange to her now, had rejected Jan’s advances. He was after
all a registered blue blood and she a mutt mama dog with a litter of pups and not much else until
that day on the courthouse steps. Rose braked for yet another precarious switchback and then
smiled to herself. She had finally said yes, had accepted his ring and had promised herself to
her ruggedly handsome, defiant and determined, fiancé, Jan Vandeventer.She had difficulty
believing that so many years had passed since that day. So many things, so many lives had
changed, but the wait was almost over. She would help her friends Suzanne and Bennett
Gardner who had volunteered to help their friend Mustafa establish a medical clinic here in the
mountains of West Virginia while she waited for Jan to come home from the war. Soon she and
Jan would return together to Widows Hollow to her family and to his. If she could make it a few
more miles up this icy mountain all the nightmares of their lives would be behind
them.Navigating the icy treacheries of Highway 10 in the rainy pre-dawn darkness, Rose had no
way of knowing that the real treacheries, the unfathomable nightmares, lay just- ahead, up the
mountain and around the hairpin curves for her, and in the killing fields of Vietnam for Jan. Would
Rose McKinley and Jan Vandeventer return together to Widows Hollow to become man and wife
at last? Or would the nightmares that await them on two separate continents forever alter their
fates? I dedicate this book with sincerest gratitude and appreciationToMy Treehouse
GhostThanks for the motivationAnd a special thanks to my editorJim ElzaChapter OneWolf



Laurel Creek, West VirginiaFebruary 27, 1972“Suzanne, will you quit pacing? Rose is all grown
up now. She’ll call if she has trouble finding us.” “Bennett, she doesn’t know these roads.
They’re bad enough in good weather. They’re deadly in ice. She should have been here hours
ago.” “Are you forgetting that she grew up in Widows Hollow? Remember those roads?” “Yes,
but that was Kentucky. This is West Virginia. She’s on Highway 10, also known as The Most
Dangerous Highway in America.”Suzanne knelt on the sofa, cupped her hands at her temples
and pressed her forehead against the window. She tried to peer into the darkness through a
driving rain but it was useless. She could see nothing. She heaved a sigh and retraced her
steps to the fireplace and to the smoldering embers of a fire.“Suz, you’re making me nuts!”
Bennett Gardner dropped the newspaper he had been reading. He rose from the sofa knowing
that he had to tread lightly here. Suzanne could be tough as nails if she needed to be, but she
could also dissolve into a puddle of tears for reasons he might never comprehend. Unable to
sleep, Suzanne had crept downstairs to wait. She had not been alone long for her husband,
Bennett, who could read his wife like a Dickens’ classic, knew that she was worried and that she
would likely torment herself with worst case scenarios until Rose arrived safe and sound. As a
husband Bennett was a rare and quick study. Suzanne had taught him that while logic and
reason motivated most men, women labored under no such obligation. In a whirlwind of
emotions, they could sprint from fury and frustration to purring passion faster than most men
could blink. Bennett walked a fine line when it was obvious to him that Suzanne was on her
emotional roller coaster. He did not judge, he did not condemn, and he did not try to match fury
for fury or silence for silence. He waited. When the mood swings and crying jags passed, she
would reward him with the love and passion that he had yearned for all his life. Suzanne’s
concern was justified this time. Rose had confided through tears that she had not heard from
Jan in almost a month. The Vietnam War was winding down, the remaining troops returning
home. Jan’s last letter had been optimistic, filled with his plans for their wedding and for their
new life. Rose had heard nothing since that letter. Now Rose was long overdue. The weather
had taken an abrupt turn for the worst and she was driving in it. “Suzanne, quit worrying. It’s dark
out. You couldn’t see through this downpour if it was light. Tell you what, if you’ll stop pacing, I’ll
get us another cup of coffee. We can snuggle and watch the sun come up and maybe that’ll
keep you from wearing a rut in Mustafa’s hardwood floor. Suzanne heaved a sigh. She crossed
her arms and flashed her husband a lop-sided grin. “Am I that bad?” “We’re gonna have to
replace Moose’s floor. Look at that rut.” With a coffee cup in each hand, Bennett nodded to the
floor beneath Suzanne’s fuzzy pink slippers. “See?” Suzanne glanced at the floor. “Bennett
Gardner!” With a scowl she pinched the spare inches of flesh above his waist. She would have
gladly bitten him on the back of his neck, but she could not reach Bennett’s neck in her bare
feet. Doctor Bennett Gardner, 6’6”, dwarfed his doctor wife who stood 5’ 6” in heels. Suzanne
wrapped her arms around Bennett’s waist and padded after him into the kitchen. “Is that passion
I’m feeling? I hope, I hope, I hope.” Bennett placed the cups on the countertop and turned to
Suzanne with an impish grin.“Oh, no you don’t, Buster!” Suzanne flattened her palms against



his chest and gave Bennett a playful shove. “Get those green, come-hither eyes off me and pour
that coffee right now! We have company coming and a community that needs doctors. No time
for hanky-panky this morning, so get your cute little butt in gear and quit playing
around.”Bennett’s lips went smiley. “God, I love it when you say I have a cute little butt. See, you
want me, I know you want me.” Bennett fluttered his eyelids.“Dr. Gardner, I have you,” Suzanne
said and tapped the two-carat diamond on her finger, “And we have….”Bennett melted.
Suzanne was so irresistible with her petite frame draped in a sleep shirt and with her long black
hair tumbling loose down her back. “Shut up and kiss me,” he said. He locked his arms around
her waist, lifted her off the floor and crushed his lips to hers. Suzanne returned his kiss with the
same passion that had ignited their marriage years earlier. She adored her tall, handsome,
green-eyed husband and the adoration was mutual. Suzanne had been engaged to another
when she and Bennett met at Ashford County Hospital in Kentucky where they both had worked
as interns. But fate had intervened when Suzanne’s former neighbors invited both Suzanne and
Bennett to an informal Christmas gathering. It was at this gathering where Dr. Bennett Gardner
learned that Dr. Suzanne Claiborne had delivered an abrupt and fatal blow to her engagement
and where the two good doctors shared one playful kiss that had ignited a fire between them
that continued to this moment. Bennett felt Suzanne’s soft lips touch his and his pulse
quickened. He tightened his arms about her waist anticipating a few moments of heated
passion. Suzanne kissed him with a fiery kiss, buried her fingers in his curls and
yanked. “Ouch!” Bennett shot Suzanne a pained look and rubbed the back of his head.
“Ssshhh,” Suzanne said with a giggle and then pressed a finger to her lips. “You’ll wake
Mustafa.” Bennett puckered his lips in a pout. “Aw Suz, I thought I was gonna get.…”“Lucky?
Too bad for you, you wake Mustafa already!” Bennett and Suzanne glanced up in surprise.
Their friend Mustafa stood in the kitchen doorway yawning through a scowl. “Oh, Moose! We’re
sorry!” Bennett exclaimed, trying hard not to giggle. “We didn’t mean to wake you.” “A likely
story.” Moose’s words were distinct and heavily weighted in his Eastern Indian accent.He
bounced his eyes between Suzanne and Bennett who stepped quickly apart. “But I am awake
now so if you could hanky-panky somewhere other so I could get to coffee, I appreciate very
much.” Bennett slapped Moose on the back. “Let me get it, Moose my man,” he offered. Bennett
stepped to the counter and filled a cup with the steaming brew. “Where’s mine?” Suzanne
pushed out her lower lip in a pout.“I don’t get any, you don’t get any,” Bennett crowed. He made
a comical face, shrugged and raised flat palms in the air. Suzanne giggled but stopped short.
Mustafa was staring at her chest. “I don’t do mornings.” The words printed on Suzanne’s
oversized tee shirt sounded funny in Mustafa’s thick accent. Suzanne glanced down at the shirt.
Her cheeks turned a bright crimson. The shirt’s thin fabric did not adequately cover her
otherwise naked body, particularly when she and Bennett shared mornings with their Pakistani
Muslim friend, Dr. Mustafa Dhingra. Noting Suzanne’s embarrassment, Bennett turned a sober
face to Mustafa. “Don’t need an x-ray machine to see through that shirt, huh, Moose?” Slow to
comprehend, Mustafa knit his brows and then he turned crimson. “Bennett Gardner!” Suzanne



cried.Bennett laughed. “Now you’re even. Moose is embarrassed, too.”“You are a donkey’s
behind!” Mustafa growled. Suzanne darted past him and up the stairs to the bedroom that she
and Bennett shared. Bennett shook with laughter. “You know, Moose, “donkey’s behind” sounds
so much better with a Mooslim accent. It’s almost like a compliment.”Mustafa repeated “You are
a donkey’s behind. And that is no compliment. And I do not have a Mooslim accent.” He
feigned a scowl at Bennett. “And this coffee is horrible.” “Drink up. It’ll grow hair on your chest,”
Bennett quipped, straight-faced, knowing that Moose had to slowly run the English through his
head before the words sank in. Mustafa kept silent for a moment and then he shot Bennett a
contemptuous glare. “Donkey’s behind!” “Come on, Moose, it’s freezing in here! Let’s add
some fuel to that fire.” Bennett sipped his coffee and led the way to the living room. This was
Mustafa’s house. Like most in the seventeen villages that spilled down the narrow mountain
hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, it had been built by the mining company in the twenties or
thirties or as early as 1912 when the first rail spur had been laid in the hollow by the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway. Coal community cabins were tiny, stark identical frame structures first
built as company rentals to miners. Throughout the coal-mining region cabins like these stood
rotted and fallen to ruin. But for the local miners, shifts that had once paid one or two dollars’
worth of scrip now paid as much as fifty dollars per shift. In Wolf Laurel Creek where the
continuous miner and outward migration had reduced the local population to one third that of the
twenties, moderate prosperity showed in home improvements and new additions.The former
coal camps had become close-knit neighborhoods where a sense of security and pride now
prevailed. Mustafa’s house was one that had been transformed. The original single story frame
dwelling was now a brick two story that boasted three bedrooms, two baths, a modern kitchen
and dining room, living room with a large stone fireplace and a covered porch that stretched
across the front of the house.Mustafa had replaced worn linoleum with hardwood floors.
Colorful rugs scattered throughout complimented the muted tones of the wallpaper that covered
the walls. The house was cozy and tidy for the most part.Medical supplies and equipment that
had been stored upstairs in the spare bedroom had been moved into the living room and dining
room to make a place for Rose.Bennett and Suzanne had come to West Virginia to help Mustafa
establish a medical center for locals who fell through the cracks—the people who did not qualify
for state aid, yet needed but could not afford health insurance. Mustafa, like many other foreign-
born men and women, had taken advantage of the U.S. Government’s offer of a free medical
school education, a green card and permanent U.S. residency in exchange for a four-year stint
as a doctor in a depressed rural area.No one could deny that the fringes around Wolf Laurel
Creek, the Appalachian coal-mining community in West Virginia’s Highlands, were as rural and
as poverty stricken as any to be found in America. Mustafa had graduated med-school with
honors and had completed his internship. Now he wanted to give back to the community and to
the country that had made it possible. But the going had been tougher than Mustafa
expected. The people of Appalachia were a paradox. They could be both warm and hospitable,
but could be equally suspicious and distrusting. Mustafa had felt welcomed to Wolf Laurel Creek



—as a neighbor, but as a doctor—the people had given him a wide berth. They had their
doubts.Mustafa’s accent did not help matters either. Many of the locals complained that they
could not understand him. The people were suspicious by nature, the area, depressed. Too
many families in the nearby communities lacked sufficient money for food, much less medicine
and doctors. Mustafa had become disheartened. The task was overwhelming for a single
foreign-born doctor so he had asked Bennett and Suzanne for help.Their response had been
immediate, positive, and enthusiastic. In turn they asked their friend Rosemillion McKinley to
come and visit and to help them ready the clinic. Bennett removed the fire screen. He took a
polished brass poker from its stand and rearranged the smoldering logs.“I will get more wood,”
Mustafa offered. “Let me get it, Moose. It’s too cold out there. I’m dressed and you’re still in
your jammies.” Bennett replaced the poker and strode across the room. He pulled open the front
door and whistled at the pounding rain. “Geez! It’s coming down in buckets.” He switched on the
porch light, darted through the door, and loaded an armful of logs from a stack in the corner.He
returned to the fire, spilled the logs from his arms, and coaxed the embers into a colorful blaze.
“Your friend, she is late?” Mustafa asked. He gathered up the newspaper sections of the
Charleston Gazette that lay strewn on the coffee table and headed for the trashcan in the
kitchen. “I’m afraid so. I hope she gets here soon, Suzanne’s going nuts.”Mustafa glanced to the
outer darkness and shook his head. “This rain been coming for three days. We never see so lot
of rain. We cannot get to mountains until rains stops. More lost time we do not afford.”“Cheer
up, Moose. We’ve made some good progress and we’ve only just started to recruit.”“What is
recruit?”“Ask for help. Beg for volunteers.”“We do not supposed to beg, you boron!” Mustafa
cried. Looking perplexed, he scanned the coffee table and a corner reading table. “Did you take
my coffee?” He narrowed his eyes at Bennett. “Yeah, I threw it in the fire. See?” Bennett
pointed to the fire.Mustafa waved a finger. “You will not get me again with that one,” he said, and
then added “Moose is learning.” He refused to look to the fireplace. Knowing Bennett’s
penchant for practical jokes, Mustafa searched under the coffee table and among stacks of
medical books and supplies that spilled across a desk to the right of the sofa. While Moose’s
back was turned, Bennett took the man’s coffee cup from the fireplace mantel, slid it by its
handle onto the fireplace poker, and placed it in front of the fire. Moose squeezed his brows. “I
cannot find it.” “Look in the fireplace,” Bennett insisted with a grin. Mustafa picked up a yardstick
from the desk and turned to Bennett. “I will not look in fireplace,” he said, but the temptation was
too great. Despite his resolve, he glanced at the fireplace and saw his cup. “How you ever
become doctor is mysterious to me!” Mustafa huffed and smacked Bennett with the yardstick. “I
cheated. A lot,” Bennett said with a grin. “Want some more coffee?” “Yes, thank you, but I get
another cup.” Mustafa absently scratched his cheek with the end of the wooden
yardstick. Bennett laughed and reached over the fire screen to retrieve Mustafa’s cup. “Youch!”
He yelped. The hot cup burned his fingers. “Serves you good,” Mustafa said with a grin. “That’s
Serves you right, Moose.”Mustafa raised the yardstick to take another swat at his leering friend
when he saw headlights through the window. “Somebody is lost or your friend, she is



here.”Bennett sucked his burned fingers and flapped his hand in the air. “Woo, that really
burned!” He crossed the room, kneeled on the sofa, and peered out the window. “Somebody’s
lost,” he said. “How you know that?” Moose asked. He was on guard now and was not about to
take anything that Bennett said seriously. “Because it’s a dame, need I say more?”“What is
dame?” Moose asked, curious. He joined Bennett on the sofa. “That’s not a dame, that’s Rose!
Bennett Gardner, quit antagonizing Moose and help her in before she drowns.” Seeing the
headlights from upstairs, Suzanne had hurried down. She wore jeans, a white turtleneck, two
socks and one boot. She waved the other at her grinning husband.“Killjoy!” Bennett snatched a
hooded jacket from the coat rack near the door. He threw it around his shoulders and with his
head bent, ran outside into the pouring rain. He tugged open the door of Rose’s pickup and
raised his jacket over his head to shield her from the downpour. “Rosie Mac! Welcome to Wolf
Laurel Bog. It’s sloshy out here, watch your step.” Bennett took Rose by the hand and helped her
from the truck. “I need to get my…,” she began.“Fanny inside before we wash away!” Bennett
cut in. “I’ll get your things when that dove shows up with the olive branch.” He wrapped an arm
around Rose and, huddled together under his jacket, they raced for the porch. “I see you
haven’t changed a bit,” Rose said with a laugh. “Hair’s thinner, waist is thicker, other than that,
I’m good as new,” Bennett replied. Suzanne held the door and smiled a smile wide as the State
of Texas. “Oh, Rose, Sweetie! I’m so glad to see you and I’m so relieved to know that you’re still
in one piece!” “Let me have your coat. You come over here and soak up some of this heavenly
heat. Was it horrible? Driving Highway 10 in this weather? Have you ever seen anything like it?
Under the best of circumstances, that road’s a nightmare, but in this freezing rain—I’ve been so
worried. I can’t tell you how happy I am to see you safe and sound!” Bennett winked at Rose.
“My girl’s wound up like a two day clock. She’ll settle down in a minute.” Suzanne made a face
and after a moment she speared Bennett with her elbow.Rose took off her coat and raked her
fingers through her long, spiraling red hair. She smiled at Suzanne and glanced at the sparkle of
the engagement ring that Jan had placed on her finger before she replied. “The drive was a
nightmare, one that I would not recommend to the faint hearted.” She bit her lip and continued.
“But all I had to do was to think of Jan. He’s the one who is in danger. He’s the one who risks his
life to save others. He’s my hero and he’ll be home soon. No icy mountain is going to keep me
from being there to greet him!” Rose said it with a smile, a smile that Suzanne suspected
required some effort. Rose twisted her ring and then added “Thank God, he’ll be home
soon.” On impulse, Suzanne hugged the tall, elegant woman again, and then held her at arm’s
length. “You look wonderful, Rose! I think you grow more beautiful with each passing year. But,
enough of that. I know you must be exhausted. We…” Suzanne fell silent to stare at Bennett.
He looked like a conductor waving a baton. Keeping his arms stiff, he raised his hands waist-
high and extended his pointer fingers. He jabbed a finger at Mustafa and then nodded to the
man. Mustafa smiled at Rose. “Welcome to my home. I am Mustafa.” He cut his eyes to
Bennett, “Some friends call me Moose.” He extended a hand to Rose. “May I get you
coffee?”Rose said with a nod “Thank you. That sounds great!” Bennett smiled a smug smile,



dipped his chin and aimed a pointer finger at Suzanne.“Oh! Where are my manners?” Suzanne
cried and smacked her forehead. “Mustafa, Rose, I am so sorry! Rose, of course, this is
Mustafa. Mustafa, this is our friend Rosemillion McKinley, but we call her Rose.” “So they’ve
been told,” Bennett chided. Suzanne added with a scowl “And this is my tacky husband, Bennett,
who better fly into that kitchen and return with some steaming hot coffee if he knows what’s good
for him!”Rose returned Mustafa’s smile. “I’ve looked so forward to meeting you. Suzanne and
Ben tell me they’ve never met a more dedicated doctor. I look forward to helping you in any way
I can.” Moose lifted his chin in mock arrogance. He tilted his head in Bennett’s direction. “If
Suzanne speaks of me, you may believe. If Bennett speaks, I am not so realizing.”Bennett
laughed. “I better speak for you, Moose. Here in America, that sentence goes like this “If
Bennett speaks, I am not so sure.” “Grow high, Bennett!” Mustafa huffed.“Up, up and away…,”
While pretending to watch balloons drift upward, Bennett sang a chorus from the Fifth
Dimension’s popular 1967 hit song.Mustafa rolled his eyes and shook his head at Bennett.
Rose had looked forward to this visit. Now she felt certain that she had made the right choice
in coming. She expected the playful bantering between Suzanne and Bennett. Their
relationship was and had always been a rare and wonderful one. They were much more than
man and wife. Suzanne and Bennett were best friends. Mustafa was the surprise. He was
nothing like the stereotyped immigrant-doctor that Rose had envisioned. She had expected a
short, bespectacled, olive-skinned man with a slight build and no-nonsense demeanor whose
social skills were limited to a bedside or clinical setting. She was more than a little surprised.
Mustafa stood 6’2” with a solid, square build. He was constructed of pure muscle that stretched
from his ankles through his broad chest and shoulders. His thick, black, collar-length hair
framed a strikingly handsome face with deep-set black eyes fringed with curling black lashes.
Despite the cold, he wore ivory linen pants and a linen tunic with loafers and no socks.
“Soup’s on.” Bennett returned from the kitchen carrying a tray laden with four cups of aromatic
coffee. He centered the tray on the coffee table and then playfully slapped at Moose’s hand.
“Ladies first Moose!” Moose shot back “This is no soup, Beanie. This is coffee.”Suzanne
giggled. “Very good Moose! Keep the boy straight!” Bennett stuck out his tongue at Moose
behind the man’s back. “And you Suzanne, I have a few words I want to speak to you.” All hints
of play had disappeared from Moose’s face and from his voice.Bennett rolled his eyes and
poked his tongue in his cheek.Moose ignored him.“Well?” Suzanne held her coffee suspended
in her hands, waiting. “You do not tell Moose truth. You tell me your friend from Kentucky
Mountain is pretty woman. She is no pretty. She is beautiful.” Rose blushed at Moose’s
unexpected compliment. Compliments had been rare in her early life. She had never gotten
used to them. “I agree with you Moose, she is beautiful,” Suzanne said and patted the sofa.
“Rose, come, sit. Tell us how things are going at home.” Bennett sat cross-legged on the floor
in front of Suzanne. Mustafa sat beside Bennett.Rose sipped her coffee. “Great coffee and I
was so ready for a good, hot cup.” “Moose thinks it stinks,” Bennett quipped. “Shut up Beanie,
nobody want to hear about Moose. Let your friend speak, she is guest here.” Bennett accepted



Moose’s jibe with a grin and turned to Rose. “So Rosie Mac, tell us what’s going on at
home.” Rose pulled a hand to her face. “Where do I begin? There’s so much to tell. Of course
everybody sends their love and best wishes. They all miss you.” She brushed at a wayward curl
as she continued. “Things are changing so fast, I can hardly keep up myself.” “Olivia graduates
from high school this spring. I think she and Willie and Buddy would sleep in the barns if we’d let
them. They love the horses so much. I never dreamed they would become skilled so quickly in
caring for them.” Moose wrinkled his brow. He directed his gaze at Suzanne. “She has children
who sleep in barn?” Suzanne laughed. “No, Moose. Rose has no children but she did raise her
sister and three brothers. Their parents died when Rose was sixteen. She was oldest so she
raised them.”“How old are they now, Rose?” Bennett asked.“Buddy’s twenty, Willie is twenty-
two, Jimmy Joe is twenty-six and Olivia is eighteen.” “I can’t believe they’re all grown up,” Bennett
said, shaking his head. He looked at Mustafa. “As Rose was saying, her younger brothers,
Buddy and Willie, raise thoroughbreds at home on Rose’s horse farm.” They had a great teacher,
Rose’s father-in-law-to-be, Klaus Vandeventer. Klaus is a famous breeder known all over the
world. Klaus and his family raise some of the finest racing horses that money can buy.” “What’s
Jimmy Joe doing?” Suzanne asked.“He’s building. He loves building like the other boys love
raising horses. He has his engineering degree. Now it’s official. He’s a design-builder. I think
he’s remodeled every home in Widows Hollow and just recently, he completed some spec
homes in Ashford. In last year’s Parade of Homes, he made a name for himself. People love his
designs.” “And how are Klaus and Olga?” Suzanne asked. She swatted Bennett who had tied
her bootlaces together.Rose’s face turned serious. “They’re fine, but they’re worried. They
haven’t heard from Jan, either. We’re hoping it’s just the mail, you know, with the war.” Her voice
trailed off, she furrowed her brow. “Maybe the mail is just slow.” Suzanne felt a tug of
apprehension. No news from a war zone in a month was not good news. Rose’s concern
showed in her face. Hurrying to change the subject, Suzanne asked, “And how are Mama John,
Jimbo, Mule and the family?” Rose had to smile. Mama John was the closest thing Rose had to
a mother after her own had died. Rose adored the sweet old black woman, her husband, Mule,
and their tribe of kids. Rose loved Mama John better than she loved anyone on earth with the
possible exception of Jan.“Mama John? Oh, she’s wonderful! Olga keeps her busy baking for
the folks in Ashford and Mule still makes the best jerky in all of Kentucky!” Rose let out a sudden
gasp. “Oh, that reminds me, I have fresh bread, a basket of fried chicken, and all the trimmings
in the truck. You know Mama John wouldn’t let me leave home without enough home cooked
vittles to feed half of West Virginia.” Bennett wasted no time unfolding himself from the floor.
“Yeah, and I know Mama John’s cooking!” He bounced his brows at Mustafa. “And, my little
Mooslim friend, you are in for a treat!” Bennett stretched his lanky frame, noticed the light
outside the window, and reached a hand to Suzanne. “Hey, daylight! Looks like another rainy
day. Oh well, if you’ll make another pot of coffee my love, I’ll go fetch the goodies and bring in
Rosie Mac’s stuff.”Bennett gave Suzanne a peck on the cheek and then headed for the
door.Suzanne and Rose gathered coffee cups and continued their conversation. They had a lot



of catching up to do. Mustafa followed Bennett. “I help you, O.K?”“No thanks, Moose, no need
getting your jammies wet!” Bennett darted out the door with Mustafa close behind. Without
warning, Bennett suddenly reversed himself and then shoved Mustafa backward. Sheer horror
twisted Bennett’s face.Pushing Mustafa he screamed. “Oh my God, Moose! Rose! Suzanne!
Run for your lives! Run for your lives! Get in the truck now!” Chapter TwoSuzanne and Rose
exchanged mute, disoriented stares in that few seconds that the brain requires to shift gears
from a lazy Saturday morning of hot coffee shared with good friends to a sudden and
unannounced foot race with death. The sounds of shattering china preceded the women’s flight
into the living room where, like a man gone berserk, Bennett ripped coats off their hooks and,
without a backward glance, threw them to Suzanne and Rose. “Bennett, wha….” The alarmed
women raised their arms to deflect the flying coats and then caught them with disbelieving
stares. The look on Bennett’s face frightened Suzanne as he herded the women out the door like
a longshoreman shoving thugs.Frightened and bewildered, Suzanne demanded “Bennett! What
are…?” Bennett cut her off with a howl. “Get in the truck, Suzanne! Just get in the truck,
now!” Bennett’s chest heaved. “Rose, where are your keys?” He demanded. Fumbling an arm
into his jacket, he shoved the women before him. “They’re in the tr…truck,” Rose
stammered.Furious with Bennett’s indefensible rudeness, Suzanne stomped across the porch
beside Rose. “Bennett Gardner, there’s no excuse, no excuse….” Over the cab of Rose’s truck
Suzanne glimpsed the advancing wall of Black Death. She screamed. “Oh, my God! Oh, my
God! Run, Rose, run!” Fear froze the women in their tracks but their screams
continued. Mustafa panted toward them. “Get in the truck! Go! Go!” He grabbed for a handhold
on their coats, found it, and shepherded the women through the ankle deep swamp that had
been his yard. With a backward glance at his house, Mustafa shoved Suzanne and Rose
through the open door of the pickup.With his jacket half-on, Bennett jumped behind the wheel,
slammed the door closed and twisted the key in the ignition. Rose landed awkwardly on top of
Suzanne. Mustafa squeezed in over baskets, boxes and luggage. He slammed his door with a
shout. “Go Bennett!” Bennett jerked the gearshift into reverse, stomped the accelerator, and,
blasting the horn, sped onto the narrow road that divided the hollow. He rolled down his window
and screamed. “Run! Run for your lives!”Bennett ground the heel of his hand on the horn. The
horn emitted its loud ominous bleating over Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Mustafa’s screams,
“Run! Run for your lives!” Bennett steered the pickup at break neck speed through rising,
swirling water bare minutes in advance of the twenty-foot wall of black, liquid death that
careened down the narrow mountain valley behind them with the explosive force of an
avalanche.The foursome’s frantic shouts and the urgent bleating of the horn roused people at
the upper end of the sixteen-mile valley of Wolf Laurel Creek in Logan County, West Virginia.
With heavy lids and lulled reflexes, the citizens that populated the fifteen communities that lay
scattered along the narrow valley stumbled to their doors and windows, men, women, and
children, some dressed, some undressed, all slow to comprehend that death was at the
door.The water, 132 million gallons of it, weighted with tons of black coal sludge and debris,



crashed down the mountain and through the hollow.The breathing, belching mud wave took
corners like a bobsled in a trough, careening from one side of the valley to the other, crushing,
destroying, or wiping clean everything in its path. Too soon the people were in it. The killing
waters swirled at the feet of people in nightclothes, barefoot children clad in underwear, mothers
with babies in their arms, sons and daughters carrying and piggy-backing their elderly parents.
Cars and trucks raced to any outlet that led up the sheer rock cliffs and out of the path of the
flood. “Bennett, she’s not going to make it!” Suzanne screamed. The careening water crashed
over a woman with a baby in her arms, forcing the woman to let go the hand of a second child, a
toddler. “Bennett, stop! We must help her!” Mustafa threw open the door and waded into
the woman’s path.Rose and Suzanne jumped into the rising water and desperately tried to follow
the little girl that the waves tossed about like a rag doll. Mustafa folded his body and like a
hockey goalie, he spread his arms and legs to prevent the woman’s being swept past him. He
caught her by the shoulder just as the crashing wall of water ripped the baby from her arms.
Mustafa would hear the woman’s screams in his nightmares for years to come.He groped in the
black murk and caught a blanket corner. The screaming infant spilled from the blanket. Mustafa
thrashed the water and with one huge hand he snatched the infant. He pressed the slippery
baby to his chest and fought to keep his footing long enough to haul mother and baby to safety.
With their arms locked to form a human rope, Suzanne and Rose caught the little girl and
carried her choking and screaming to her mother in Rose’s truck. This steaming wall of deadly
liquid was more than water. It was filled with coal dust and other solid materials that had
compacted together into a mud wave. Setting off one explosion after another, the roiling flood
shot through the smoldering slag and raised mushroom-shaped clouds high above the valley. It
threw huge splatters of mud hundreds of feet up to the narrow road where a few late shift miners
walked home from the mines.The flood was like a living thing. It absorbed everything in its path
and soon carried more than a million tons of waste in its raging current.It erased Spurgeon. It
didn’t grind the community into piles of rubbish, but hauled everything away with it—homes,
trailers, rail cars, community centers. It scrubbed the ground bare as effectively as a thousand
bulldozers. Tears streamed from Bennett’s eyes. A woman screamed for him to save her
husband, her Henry, whom the water had swept away. “Henry! Henry!” Bennett cried. He
fought the current and dodged debris that pummeled him now like gunfire. “Henry!” Bennett
filled his lungs with air and screamed into the roaring din of the lost and dying. He realized that if
he could save Henry, Bennett’s time was up. If Bennett did not get the truck to higher ground
immediately, he, Suzanne, Rose, Moose and the others who had climbed into the bed of Rose’s
pickup would become victims themselves. Bodies rolled and spun in the crashing waves, tossed
between rooftops, railroad ties, cars, trees and bellowing livestock. Blackened bodies, bodies
everywhere, struggled in their human frailties against the steaming, suffocating water.Bennett
raised his blackened face to Heaven and bellowed. “Henry!” Then, “God… please!”Bennett
flailed the water like a madman. He twisted his body with his arms stretched out from his sides
like a human propeller. A flash of white caught his eye. Bennett snatched at the white gauze.



Like tissue, the thin fabric ripped free of his grasp. Bennett groped again. A leg. A knee.
Bennett clawed to hold on and clenched his fingers around the slimy flesh and bone. Two
skeletal arms shot out of the water and wound themselves around Bennett’s neck. A blackened
face with a scraggly beard followed. “That’s my Henry! That’s my Henry!” The woman
screamed. Mustafa lost ground in the surging water, but he fought it and with sheer
determination, made his way in inches to Bennett to grab one of Henry’s hands. Together,
Moose and Bennett pulled the gasping man through the powerful current and to the truck.Moose
jumped into the back and sat with his legs spread and hanging over the tailgate. Clutching
Henry beneath his arms, Moose reared backward and hauled the choking man into the
truck. Henry’s wife collapsed in tears. Her Henry was safe. Bennett closed his eyes. The
darkness amplified the sounds, the roar of the water, the screams, and the terror. Boom! A
thundering explosion shook him. The flood took out an electrical transformer. Now the wails
would echo through this Death Valley in complete darkness. Bennett wiped his eyes on his
sleeve and plowed through the water to the driver’s side of the truck. He yanked open the door,
climbed behind the wheel, and gunned the engine. The truck churned water but gathered speed
up the gravel road that led to the top of the rock cliff behind the little village of Brighton. There,
Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Moose exited the truck. Huddled together in the freezing rain, they
watched, wet-eyed, mute and helpless, as the horror continued.Chapter ThreeThree days
laterThere were the fragile-- those who could not comprehend the enormity of such human
suffering and loss. These shuddered and dropped in silence to the floor. And then there were
the lost, the men and women who shuffled slack-jawed, staring with vacant eyes, forever locked
in the void of shock. These former neighbors and friends would never again venture into a post-
flood reality. One of them beckoned now to Rose. Despite the ice cold touch of her fingers on
Rose’s arm, the woman smiled. “Hit didn’t get my Amy, Merciful Jesus, hit didn’t get my baby.
See? My Amy’s right here, she’s gonna be all right!” The woman, clad in a neighbor’s bed sheet,
smiled serenely and offered a battered, rubber doll for Rose’s inspection.The water swirled at
the woman’s feet.“Watch out!” Rose screamed. She flinched at the sound of a deafening boom!
The electric power station exploded, hit by the avalanching wall of black sludge. She wanted to
cover her ears but the numbness prevented her. “Run for your lives! The dam broke!” She
watched the water as it tore toward her. It smashed like a tidal wave against one side of the
hollow and then it leapt across houses and churches and loaded coal cars to smash into the
rock cliffs on the other side.Suddenly Rose’s icy body warmed. There was a blaze, a bright, fiery
blaze in the middle of the water! BOOM! Another explosion, this followed by thick black smoke
and debris, flying debris. People in strange costumes screamed and ran. They ran through the
smoke with their bodies bent close to the ground. Rose strained to see, but she couldn’t make
out their faces. Then she saw him-- Jan!He smiled at her, smiled that beautiful deep dimpled
smile. “RAT-TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT!”“Jan! No! No! Jan!”The flood was not an act of God. No, the
thirty foot wall of raging black death that virtually wiped off the map Prater, Largemont, Coleta,
Lucasville, Spurgeon, Katy, Lakeville, Rogers, Oakmont, Beacon, Fremont, Raceland, Argollite,



Cleary, Karnes and Brighton, the sixteen towns scattered along the seventeen mile stretch of
Wolf Laurel Creek-- was the result of a coal mining operation’s move to save money.Rather than
dump the tons of water that were required daily to wash coal, the mining company began to
store the waste water behind a slag heap. The slag heap grew from a mountain of coal waste
and debris into a makeshift dam. The dam rose high enough to contain a hundred million tons of
water.It was wide enough and strong enough to support the forty-nine-ton bull dozers that mine
operators drove across the top of it many times daily. On the morning of the flood, one of the
dozer operators reported to the company supervisor that the dam felt spongy. He suggested
that the residents of the sixteen communities scattered below the dam, down the narrow,
snaking, hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, be warned to evacuate. The coal company
supervisor advised that no such warning would be necessary.The dam collapsed.There was no
power or telephone service to the area and both roads and railways were impassable. The
explosive force of the slag filled water was powerful enough to uproot railroad tracks and twist
them like pipe cleaners around trees.The raging water destroyed homes and businesses,
demolishing them as effectively as bombs, while scraping the landscape of some of the
communities so barren that even the topsoil was removed. Wolf Laurel Creek was cut off from
the outside world for two days. In freezing temperatures, the survivors were stranded without
communications, water, or power. The flood took the food supply and the local grocery stores
that provided it.Thousands of the homeless crowded into the school gyms and other emergency
shelters. Some were taken in by kin outside the flood area and some by neighbors whose
homes had escaped the ravages of the flood.Mustafa was lucky. His home had survived
undamaged and for the past two days had seemed more like a barracks than a home. Mustafa,
Suzanne and Bennett had taken in families and sole survivors, as many as could possibly be
crowded into the modest house. There, the friends had willingly shared food, water, shelter and
all of the necessities that they possessed. Water had to be hauled down the frozen
mountainside in buckets by men on foot since the hollow was impassable to all motorized
vehicles. Food was rationed until emergency supplies began to arrive, first by helicopter, then
through emergency relief organizations.The strong worked in shifts, filling the water buckets,
stoking the fire, preparing food, and comforting the weak, the broken and the disabled.Beds
were offered and refused. Wretched in their despair and grateful beyond words, the survivors
dozed sitting upright with their backs against the wall or with their heads resting on the shoulders
of kin. Suzanne and Rose crept among them, taking care not to disturb those who slumbered, no
matter how briefly. They quietly took sleeping infants from the arms of their mothers who battled
to remain alert, but succumbed in the end to woeful exhaustion and fitful sleep.Bennett and
Mustafa tended the injured and kept watch, alerted by sudden shrieks to the clamoring of men
toward the door; men desperate to rip open the door and shout warnings to their neighbors.
“Run, run for your lives! The dam’s broke!”Bennett and Moose gently turned the men by the
shoulders and led them into the kitchen where the traumatized survivors would be comforted by
hot coffee and compassionate souls.Only yesterday the displaced survivors had gone, relocated



to the emergency shelters in schools and churches to await temporary new quarters in
designated mobile home communities that HUD would provide. And now, alone at last, Suzanne
and Rose looked forward to returning, as much as possible, to normal.“The nightmare again?”
Suzanne asked. Concern showed in her eyes above the dark circles that resulted from her
multiple sleepless nights. She placed a steaming mug of coffee before Rose and then took one
for herself. “Oh, Suzanne, I’m so sorry for waking you again! I keep hoping it’ll go away but it
doesn’t.”Rose looked tired even though she had slept fairly well alone in her bedroom for the first
time in days. She had come down for coffee at Suzanne’s insistence but hadn’t mustered
sufficient will power to change out of her pajamas. Rose wore her long red hair pulled back in a
neat ponytail. Her face looked freshly scrubbed. With no make-up her pale skin glowed. Her
green eyes looked bright and alert and despite her age, Rose looked to Suzanne like a beautiful
child. But, Suzanne noted, the dark circles under Rose’s eyes made Rose look like a beautiful,
troubled, child.“Sweetie, don’t apologize to me. It’s going to take some time. We were all there,
remember? None of us are strangers to nightmares anymore. This isn’t something that’s going
to go away any time soon.” “We have to remember that we’re the lucky ones. We have
everything to be grateful for. These people lost everything, their loved ones, their homes and
belongings. They even lost their way of life.”“For the flood survivors, nothing will ever be the
same again. They can’t return to what they had before. It’s gone forever.”“You and Ben and I, we
will return home. Our loved ones and our homes are still right where we left them. And
eventually Moose will move on. Unless something happens to change his mind he’ll start his
own practice in a metropolitan area somewhere.”Suzanne took a sip of her coffee and smiled.
“Ben’s getting so attached to Moose, I think Ben’s trying to persuade him to settle in Ashford so
that they can continue to antagonize one another.”Rose had to smile at that. “I don’t blame Ben,
Moose is an incredible man and he’s a great doctor. You all are. You work so tirelessly and give
so much of yourselves. I don’t know how you manage. You’ve gone without food and sleep and
it looks like you’ve lost weight, too.” Suzanne interrupted with “And that didn’t hurt any of
us!”Rose laughed aloud. Suzanne hadn’t changed. She remained just as optimistic and vibrant
as ever. This morning her black silky hair hung loose behind a red headband. She was dressed
in a green sweatshirt and jeans and as always, Suzanne was there offering Rose comfort and
support. It was true that Suzanne, Bennett and Moose had had their share of nightmares. It
was also unlikely that anyone who had witnessed or survived the flood slept as peacefully now
as before. The horrific images would not go away. The screams and cries of the victims tore
their way into the soundest of sleep. The coffee pot had rarely been empty of hot coffee since the
flood. More often than not, a good portion of every night had been spent here at the table.
Some talked while some listened and all remembered. With a glance at the stairs it suddenly
occurred to Rose that she and Suzanne were alone in the house. Had the men been present,
they would most likely be here at the table drinking coffee too.“Where’s Bennett and Mustafa?
You usually leave when they do.”“Not today!” Suzanne stretched her arms above her head and
spoke the words with relish.“This is my day off, or at least, it’s the day that I’m taking off. Ben and



Moose had a meeting with the other area doctors. After the meeting they’re going over the
mountain to help with the smallpox immunizations. They’re hoping to immunize every flood
survivor against typhoid.”“I volunteered to go along but Ben ordered me to stay home and relax.”
Suzanne swept her eyes over the kitchen cabinets and then she said with a chuckle “I think what
he meant was, go get some groceries and feed me a decent meal.”“Suzanne, I can do that! I’d
be glad to. Why don’t you let me do the shopping and you stay here and relax?” Rose reached
for Suzanne’s cup and then stepped to the counter to the coffee pot. “Thanks, Sweetie, but I’m
afraid to be alone with myself right now. I think that if I don’t keep moving and going…, I’m not
sure what I feel…,” Suzanne’s words came out in a whisper. She wrapped her hands around her
coffee cup and fought the tears that spilled from her eyes. “Oh, Suzanne, don’t!” Rose cried
and hurried to Suzanne with a hug.Suzanne pulled a tissue from a box on the table. She wiped
at her eyes and then continued. “I’m convinced that we could have done more! Somehow,
someway, we could have saved more of them. But we didn’t know how! We did everything we
knew to do, but that damn black sludge! Even when we could get it out of their eyes and noses
and throats, the damage was already done!”“Once it got into their lungs there was nothing we
could do to save them. We had to watch them suffocate! Over and over, so many of them! God,
I feel so angry and ashamed and helpless and guilty!” Suzanne slammed her fist on the table
and then she dropped her head on her arms and sobbed. “But Suzanne, look how many you did
save--you and Bennett and Moose. If the three of you hadn’t been here, right here in this house
when that water came down, who knows how many more lives would have been lost?” “Without
you and Ben and Moose, hundreds of these people wouldn’t be here today! Ask yourself why,
every time we open the door, there’s another package on the porch. We all know the packages
are from the survivors.”“They’re grateful and they want to show it. They credit you with saving
their loved ones. These brave, wonderful people will never forget all that you did. They knew
that you couldn’t save everybody. No one could have saved everybody!” Rose slammed her fist
on the table. It startled Suzanne. Rose looked so angry, so defiant, so determined to absolve
Suzanne of any feelings of guilt.Suzanne rolled her eyes above her crossed arms to peek at
Rose. Rose remained standing at Suzanne’s side, her face rigid, her eyes flashing, her temper
flaring. “Whoa there, Mama! This table can only take so many punches!” Suzanne said with a
giggle to her red-haired warrior friend.Rose propped her backside against the table. Coffee
sluiced from the cups but Rose laughed. “Hey, if we ever go into combat I want you on my
side!” Suzanne said through her laughter to Rose. Suzanne wiped at the spilled coffee with a
tissue and then added “You fire right up, don’t you?” Smiling and anticipating a reply, Suzanne
raised her eyes to Rose.The red haired warrior had vanished. She had been replaced by a
tormented waif.Rose’s transformation stunned Suzanne. “Rose? What?!”Rose dropped her
eyes to stare at her exposed forearms. The hair on them was standing. Chill bumps covered the
surface of her skin. Her lips began to quiver and inexplicably, she burst into sobs. “Combat…. It
wasn’t costumes. It was uniforms, military uniforms! The nightmare. It was Jan! There was
shooting. And a fire! Jan’s been hurt. Oh God, Suzanne! Jan’s been hurt!”Return to Widows
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of her cherry red 1970 Chevy C10 pick-up with white knuckles.She had driven treacherous
roads before but Highway 10 in Southwestern West Virginia was different.Straining to see
through the relentless rain, she crept along the twists, turns and hair pin switchbacks at twenty-
five miles an hour. She had fishtailed and spun out twice already.Even though she was hours
late arriving at her friends’ home in Wolf Laurel Creek, she wasn’t going to take any chances on
this slick icy road.She had come too far in her twenty-eight years to let icy roads defeat her now.
She could hear the whispered reminder in her father Joseph’s voice. “We’s survivors, Pick! We
ain’t no hillbillies like them folks in town calls us. We’s mountaineers and survivors!”And Rose
had survived. By age sixteen she had lost both parents; her father to the miners’ curse, black
lung, and her mother to the ravages of a stroke that had left Isabel McKinley with a twisted body
and twisted speech.Losses like these had proven enough to destroy the strongest of survivors,
but there had been more, much more. There were siblings, four of them, and no breadwinner,
no father returning home from the mines with scrip or a paycheck, no mother returning from her
domestic labors with magical stories and fairy tales. There had been only Rose whose first
venture to the city to find work had proven to be a near fatal one.Lost in a blizzard and freezing in
a threadbare jacket, she would have surely perished. But God answers prayer.Rose twisted the
diamond engagement ring on her finger. He had placed it there. He had found her near-frozen
body and had saved her. Now he had waited for years to marry her. That truth alone was fairy
tale enough. Klaus Janssen Vandeventer, Jr., Jan, could have chosen any debutante or wealthy
heiress he wanted from his gilded inner circle of world class breeders and horse enthusiasts.But
he had refused them all and over his friends’ protests, had chosen her. He had pledged his love
for her repeatedly but Rose had refused. She had been an impoverished, illiterate orphan with
three brothers and a sister to feed and support. The townspeople called her hillbilly-- she and
others who were born on the wrong side of the tracks in one of Appalachia’s most desperate and
decimated regions. Rose could see him in her mind’s eye, his compassionate blue eyes, his
blonde hair and dimpled face, his taut muscles straining to control one of the magnificent
animals that had made his family name, Vandeventer, famous. He could have run but Jan had
elected to stay. He had been there for the announcement, right there on the courthouse steps
where a fairy tale--Isabel McKinley’s fairy tale, had forever changed Rose’s fate. Rosemillion,
the tale of a beloved child whose angelic singing and love for neighbors and kin turned
bleakness and despair into an enchanted garden, was just a fairy tale, her mother’s fairy tale. Or
so Rose had believed. It was to be their meager legacy, her own, and that of her siblings, Jimmy
Joe, Willie, Buddy, and Olivia. Neither Rose nor her family had been prepared for the enormity of
that inheritance. Rosemillion had banished the nightmare and saved them all, Rose, her family,



and her close-knit community, Widows Hollow. It was the fairy tale that had closed the doors of
poverty and illiteracy and opened the doors to education, freedom, and prosperity.Pick
McKinley, the name sounded so strange to her now, had rejected Jan’s advances. He was after
all a registered blue blood and she a mutt mama dog with a litter of pups and not much else until
that day on the courthouse steps. Rose braked for yet another precarious switchback and then
smiled to herself. She had finally said yes, had accepted his ring and had promised herself to
her ruggedly handsome, defiant and determined, fiancé, Jan Vandeventer.She had difficulty
believing that so many years had passed since that day. So many things, so many lives had
changed, but the wait was almost over. She would help her friends Suzanne and Bennett
Gardner who had volunteered to help their friend Mustafa establish a medical clinic here in the
mountains of West Virginia while she waited for Jan to come home from the war. Soon she and
Jan would return together to Widows Hollow to her family and to his. If she could make it a few
more miles up this icy mountain all the nightmares of their lives would be behind
them.Navigating the icy treacheries of Highway 10 in the rainy pre-dawn darkness, Rose had no
way of knowing that the real treacheries, the unfathomable nightmares, lay just- ahead, up the
mountain and around the hairpin curves for her, and in the killing fields of Vietnam for Jan. Would
Rose McKinley and Jan Vandeventer return together to Widows Hollow to become man and wife
at last? Or would the nightmares that await them on two separate continents forever alter their
fates? I dedicate this book with sincerest gratitude and appreciationToMy Treehouse
GhostThanks for the motivationPrologueRose McKinley gripped the wheel of her cherry red
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had saved her. Now he had waited for years to marry her. That truth alone was fairy tale
enough. Klaus Janssen Vandeventer, Jr., Jan, could have chosen any debutante or wealthy
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three brothers and a sister to feed and support. The townspeople called her hillbilly-- she and
others who were born on the wrong side of the tracks in one of Appalachia’s most desperate and
decimated regions. Rose could see him in her mind’s eye, his compassionate blue eyes, his
blonde hair and dimpled face, his taut muscles straining to control one of the magnificent
animals that had made his family name, Vandeventer, famous. He could have run but Jan had
elected to stay. He had been there for the announcement, right there on the courthouse steps
where a fairy tale--Isabel McKinley’s fairy tale, had forever changed Rose’s fate. Rosemillion,
the tale of a beloved child whose angelic singing and love for neighbors and kin turned
bleakness and despair into an enchanted garden, was just a fairy tale, her mother’s fairy tale. Or
so Rose had believed. It was to be their meager legacy, her own, and that of her siblings, Jimmy
Joe, Willie, Buddy, and Olivia. Neither Rose nor her family had been prepared for the enormity of
that inheritance. Rosemillion had banished the nightmare and saved them all, Rose, her family,
and her close-knit community, Widows Hollow. It was the fairy tale that had closed the doors of
poverty and illiteracy and opened the doors to education, freedom, and prosperity.Pick
McKinley, the name sounded so strange to her now, had rejected Jan’s advances. He was after
all a registered blue blood and she a mutt mama dog with a litter of pups and not much else until
that day on the courthouse steps. Rose braked for yet another precarious switchback and then
smiled to herself. She had finally said yes, had accepted his ring and had promised herself to
her ruggedly handsome, defiant and determined, fiancé, Jan Vandeventer.She had difficulty
believing that so many years had passed since that day. So many things, so many lives had
changed, but the wait was almost over. She would help her friends Suzanne and Bennett
Gardner who had volunteered to help their friend Mustafa establish a medical clinic here in the
mountains of West Virginia while she waited for Jan to come home from the war. Soon she and
Jan would return together to Widows Hollow to her family and to his. If she could make it a few
more miles up this icy mountain all the nightmares of their lives would be behind
them.Navigating the icy treacheries of Highway 10 in the rainy pre-dawn darkness, Rose had no
way of knowing that the real treacheries, the unfathomable nightmares, lay just- ahead, up the
mountain and around the hairpin curves for her, and in the killing fields of Vietnam for Jan. Would
Rose McKinley and Jan Vandeventer return together to Widows Hollow to become man and wife
at last? Or would the nightmares that await them on two separate continents forever alter their
fates? I dedicate this book with sincerest gratitude and appreciationToMy Treehouse
GhostThanks for the motivationAnd a special thanks to my editorJim ElzaAnd a special thanks
to my editorJim ElzaChapter OneWolf Laurel Creek, West VirginiaFebruary 27, 1972“Suzanne,
will you quit pacing? Rose is all grown up now. She’ll call if she has trouble finding us.” “Bennett,
she doesn’t know these roads. They’re bad enough in good weather. They’re deadly in ice. She
should have been here hours ago.” “Are you forgetting that she grew up in Widows Hollow?



Remember those roads?” “Yes, but that was Kentucky. This is West Virginia. She’s on Highway
10, also known as The Most Dangerous Highway in America.”Suzanne knelt on the sofa, cupped
her hands at her temples and pressed her forehead against the window. She tried to peer into
the darkness through a driving rain but it was useless. She could see nothing. She heaved a
sigh and retraced her steps to the fireplace and to the smoldering embers of a fire.“Suz, you’re
making me nuts!” Bennett Gardner dropped the newspaper he had been reading. He rose from
the sofa knowing that he had to tread lightly here. Suzanne could be tough as nails if she
needed to be, but she could also dissolve into a puddle of tears for reasons he might never
comprehend. Unable to sleep, Suzanne had crept downstairs to wait. She had not been alone
long for her husband, Bennett, who could read his wife like a Dickens’ classic, knew that she
was worried and that she would likely torment herself with worst case scenarios until Rose
arrived safe and sound. As a husband Bennett was a rare and quick study. Suzanne had taught
him that while logic and reason motivated most men, women labored under no such obligation.
In a whirlwind of emotions, they could sprint from fury and frustration to purring passion faster
than most men could blink. Bennett walked a fine line when it was obvious to him that Suzanne
was on her emotional roller coaster. He did not judge, he did not condemn, and he did not try to
match fury for fury or silence for silence. He waited. When the mood swings and crying jags
passed, she would reward him with the love and passion that he had yearned for all his life.
Suzanne’s concern was justified this time. Rose had confided through tears that she had not
heard from Jan in almost a month. The Vietnam War was winding down, the remaining troops
returning home. Jan’s last letter had been optimistic, filled with his plans for their wedding and
for their new life. Rose had heard nothing since that letter. Now Rose was long overdue. The
weather had taken an abrupt turn for the worst and she was driving in it. “Suzanne, quit
worrying. It’s dark out. You couldn’t see through this downpour if it was light. Tell you what, if
you’ll stop pacing, I’ll get us another cup of coffee. We can snuggle and watch the sun come up
and maybe that’ll keep you from wearing a rut in Mustafa’s hardwood floor. Suzanne heaved a
sigh. She crossed her arms and flashed her husband a lop-sided grin. “Am I that bad?” “We’re
gonna have to replace Moose’s floor. Look at that rut.” With a coffee cup in each hand, Bennett
nodded to the floor beneath Suzanne’s fuzzy pink slippers. “See?” Suzanne glanced at the
floor. “Bennett Gardner!” With a scowl she pinched the spare inches of flesh above his waist.
She would have gladly bitten him on the back of his neck, but she could not reach Bennett’s
neck in her bare feet. Doctor Bennett Gardner, 6’6”, dwarfed his doctor wife who stood 5’ 6” in
heels. Suzanne wrapped her arms around Bennett’s waist and padded after him into the
kitchen. “Is that passion I’m feeling? I hope, I hope, I hope.” Bennett placed the cups on the
countertop and turned to Suzanne with an impish grin.“Oh, no you don’t, Buster!” Suzanne
flattened her palms against his chest and gave Bennett a playful shove. “Get those green, come-
hither eyes off me and pour that coffee right now! We have company coming and a community
that needs doctors. No time for hanky-panky this morning, so get your cute little butt in gear and
quit playing around.”Bennett’s lips went smiley. “God, I love it when you say I have a cute little



butt. See, you want me, I know you want me.” Bennett fluttered his eyelids.“Dr. Gardner, I have
you,” Suzanne said and tapped the two-carat diamond on her finger, “And we have….”Bennett
melted. Suzanne was so irresistible with her petite frame draped in a sleep shirt and with her
long black hair tumbling loose down her back. “Shut up and kiss me,” he said. He locked his
arms around her waist, lifted her off the floor and crushed his lips to hers. Suzanne returned his
kiss with the same passion that had ignited their marriage years earlier. She adored her tall,
handsome, green-eyed husband and the adoration was mutual. Suzanne had been engaged to
another when she and Bennett met at Ashford County Hospital in Kentucky where they both had
worked as interns. But fate had intervened when Suzanne’s former neighbors invited both
Suzanne and Bennett to an informal Christmas gathering. It was at this gathering where Dr.
Bennett Gardner learned that Dr. Suzanne Claiborne had delivered an abrupt and fatal blow to
her engagement and where the two good doctors shared one playful kiss that had ignited a fire
between them that continued to this moment. Bennett felt Suzanne’s soft lips touch his
and his pulse quickened. He tightened his arms about her waist anticipating a few moments of
heated passion. Suzanne kissed him with a fiery kiss, buried her fingers in his curls and
yanked. “Ouch!” Bennett shot Suzanne a pained look and rubbed the back of his head.
“Ssshhh,” Suzanne said with a giggle and then pressed a finger to her lips. “You’ll wake
Mustafa.” Bennett puckered his lips in a pout. “Aw Suz, I thought I was gonna get.…”“Lucky?
Too bad for you, you wake Mustafa already!” Bennett and Suzanne glanced up in surprise.
Their friend Mustafa stood in the kitchen doorway yawning through a scowl. “Oh, Moose! We’re
sorry!” Bennett exclaimed, trying hard not to giggle. “We didn’t mean to wake you.” “A likely
story.” Moose’s words were distinct and heavily weighted in his Eastern Indian accent.He
bounced his eyes between Suzanne and Bennett who stepped quickly apart. “But I am awake
now so if you could hanky-panky somewhere other so I could get to coffee, I appreciate very
much.” Bennett slapped Moose on the back. “Let me get it, Moose my man,” he offered. Bennett
stepped to the counter and filled a cup with the steaming brew. “Where’s mine?” Suzanne
pushed out her lower lip in a pout.“I don’t get any, you don’t get any,” Bennett crowed. He made
a comical face, shrugged and raised flat palms in the air. Suzanne giggled but stopped short.
Mustafa was staring at her chest. “I don’t do mornings.” The words printed on Suzanne’s
oversized tee shirt sounded funny in Mustafa’s thick accent. Suzanne glanced down at the shirt.
Her cheeks turned a bright crimson. The shirt’s thin fabric did not adequately cover her
otherwise naked body, particularly when she and Bennett shared mornings with their Pakistani
Muslim friend, Dr. Mustafa Dhingra. Noting Suzanne’s embarrassment, Bennett turned a sober
face to Mustafa. “Don’t need an x-ray machine to see through that shirt, huh, Moose?” Slow to
comprehend, Mustafa knit his brows and then he turned crimson. “Bennett Gardner!” Suzanne
cried.Bennett laughed. “Now you’re even. Moose is embarrassed, too.”“You are a donkey’s
behind!” Mustafa growled. Suzanne darted past him and up the stairs to the bedroom that she
and Bennett shared. Bennett shook with laughter. “You know, Moose, “donkey’s behind” sounds
so much better with a Mooslim accent. It’s almost like a compliment.”Mustafa repeated “You are



a donkey’s behind. And that is no compliment. And I do not have a Mooslim accent.” He
feigned a scowl at Bennett. “And this coffee is horrible.” “Drink up. It’ll grow hair on your chest,”
Bennett quipped, straight-faced, knowing that Moose had to slowly run the English through his
head before the words sank in. Mustafa kept silent for a moment and then he shot Bennett a
contemptuous glare. “Donkey’s behind!” “Come on, Moose, it’s freezing in here! Let’s add
some fuel to that fire.” Bennett sipped his coffee and led the way to the living room. This was
Mustafa’s house. Like most in the seventeen villages that spilled down the narrow mountain
hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, it had been built by the mining company in the twenties or
thirties or as early as 1912 when the first rail spur had been laid in the hollow by the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway. Coal community cabins were tiny, stark identical frame structures first
built as company rentals to miners. Throughout the coal-mining region cabins like these stood
rotted and fallen to ruin. But for the local miners, shifts that had once paid one or two dollars’
worth of scrip now paid as much as fifty dollars per shift. In Wolf Laurel Creek where the
continuous miner and outward migration had reduced the local population to one third that of the
twenties, moderate prosperity showed in home improvements and new additions.The former
coal camps had become close-knit neighborhoods where a sense of security and pride now
prevailed. Mustafa’s house was one that had been transformed. The original single story frame
dwelling was now a brick two story that boasted three bedrooms, two baths, a modern kitchen
and dining room, living room with a large stone fireplace and a covered porch that stretched
across the front of the house.Mustafa had replaced worn linoleum with hardwood floors.
Colorful rugs scattered throughout complimented the muted tones of the wallpaper that covered
the walls. The house was cozy and tidy for the most part.Medical supplies and equipment that
had been stored upstairs in the spare bedroom had been moved into the living room and dining
room to make a place for Rose.Bennett and Suzanne had come to West Virginia to help Mustafa
establish a medical center for locals who fell through the cracks—the people who did not qualify
for state aid, yet needed but could not afford health insurance. Mustafa, like many other foreign-
born men and women, had taken advantage of the U.S. Government’s offer of a free medical
school education, a green card and permanent U.S. residency in exchange for a four-year stint
as a doctor in a depressed rural area.No one could deny that the fringes around Wolf Laurel
Creek, the Appalachian coal-mining community in West Virginia’s Highlands, were as rural and
as poverty stricken as any to be found in America. Mustafa had graduated med-school with
honors and had completed his internship. Now he wanted to give back to the community and to
the country that had made it possible. But the going had been tougher than Mustafa
expected. The people of Appalachia were a paradox. They could be both warm and hospitable,
but could be equally suspicious and distrusting. Mustafa had felt welcomed to Wolf Laurel Creek
—as a neighbor, but as a doctor—the people had given him a wide berth. They had their
doubts.Mustafa’s accent did not help matters either. Many of the locals complained that they
could not understand him. The people were suspicious by nature, the area, depressed. Too
many families in the nearby communities lacked sufficient money for food, much less medicine



and doctors. Mustafa had become disheartened. The task was overwhelming for a single
foreign-born doctor so he had asked Bennett and Suzanne for help.Their response had been
immediate, positive, and enthusiastic. In turn they asked their friend Rosemillion McKinley to
come and visit and to help them ready the clinic. Bennett removed the fire screen. He took a
polished brass poker from its stand and rearranged the smoldering logs.“I will get more wood,”
Mustafa offered. “Let me get it, Moose. It’s too cold out there. I’m dressed and you’re still in
your jammies.” Bennett replaced the poker and strode across the room. He pulled open the front
door and whistled at the pounding rain. “Geez! It’s coming down in buckets.” He switched on the
porch light, darted through the door, and loaded an armful of logs from a stack in the corner.He
returned to the fire, spilled the logs from his arms, and coaxed the embers into a colorful blaze.
“Your friend, she is late?” Mustafa asked. He gathered up the newspaper sections of the
Charleston Gazette that lay strewn on the coffee table and headed for the trashcan in the
kitchen. “I’m afraid so. I hope she gets here soon, Suzanne’s going nuts.”Mustafa glanced to the
outer darkness and shook his head. “This rain been coming for three days. We never see so lot
of rain. We cannot get to mountains until rains stops. More lost time we do not afford.”“Cheer
up, Moose. We’ve made some good progress and we’ve only just started to recruit.”“What is
recruit?”“Ask for help. Beg for volunteers.”“We do not supposed to beg, you boron!” Mustafa
cried. Looking perplexed, he scanned the coffee table and a corner reading table. “Did you take
my coffee?” He narrowed his eyes at Bennett. “Yeah, I threw it in the fire. See?” Bennett
pointed to the fire.Mustafa waved a finger. “You will not get me again with that one,” he said, and
then added “Moose is learning.” He refused to look to the fireplace. Knowing Bennett’s
penchant for practical jokes, Mustafa searched under the coffee table and among stacks of
medical books and supplies that spilled across a desk to the right of the sofa. While Moose’s
back was turned, Bennett took the man’s coffee cup from the fireplace mantel, slid it by its
handle onto the fireplace poker, and placed it in front of the fire. Moose squeezed his brows. “I
cannot find it.” “Look in the fireplace,” Bennett insisted with a grin. Mustafa picked up a yardstick
from the desk and turned to Bennett. “I will not look in fireplace,” he said, but the temptation was
too great. Despite his resolve, he glanced at the fireplace and saw his cup. “How you ever
become doctor is mysterious to me!” Mustafa huffed and smacked Bennett with the yardstick. “I
cheated. A lot,” Bennett said with a grin. “Want some more coffee?” “Yes, thank you, but I get
another cup.” Mustafa absently scratched his cheek with the end of the wooden
yardstick. Bennett laughed and reached over the fire screen to retrieve Mustafa’s cup. “Youch!”
He yelped. The hot cup burned his fingers. “Serves you good,” Mustafa said with a grin. “That’s
Serves you right, Moose.”Mustafa raised the yardstick to take another swat at his leering friend
when he saw headlights through the window. “Somebody is lost or your friend, she is
here.”Bennett sucked his burned fingers and flapped his hand in the air. “Woo, that really
burned!” He crossed the room, kneeled on the sofa, and peered out the window. “Somebody’s
lost,” he said. “How you know that?” Moose asked. He was on guard now and was not about to
take anything that Bennett said seriously. “Because it’s a dame, need I say more?”“What is



dame?” Moose asked, curious. He joined Bennett on the sofa. “That’s not a dame, that’s Rose!
Bennett Gardner, quit antagonizing Moose and help her in before she drowns.” Seeing the
headlights from upstairs, Suzanne had hurried down. She wore jeans, a white turtleneck, two
socks and one boot. She waved the other at her grinning husband.“Killjoy!” Bennett snatched a
hooded jacket from the coat rack near the door. He threw it around his shoulders and with his
head bent, ran outside into the pouring rain. He tugged open the door of Rose’s pickup and
raised his jacket over his head to shield her from the downpour. “Rosie Mac! Welcome to Wolf
Laurel Bog. It’s sloshy out here, watch your step.” Bennett took Rose by the hand and helped her
from the truck. “I need to get my…,” she began.“Fanny inside before we wash away!” Bennett
cut in. “I’ll get your things when that dove shows up with the olive branch.” He wrapped an arm
around Rose and, huddled together under his jacket, they raced for the porch. “I see you
haven’t changed a bit,” Rose said with a laugh. “Hair’s thinner, waist is thicker, other than that,
I’m good as new,” Bennett replied. Suzanne held the door and smiled a smile wide as the State
of Texas. “Oh, Rose, Sweetie! I’m so glad to see you and I’m so relieved to know that you’re still
in one piece!” “Let me have your coat. You come over here and soak up some of this heavenly
heat. Was it horrible? Driving Highway 10 in this weather? Have you ever seen anything like it?
Under the best of circumstances, that road’s a nightmare, but in this freezing rain—I’ve been so
worried. I can’t tell you how happy I am to see you safe and sound!” Bennett winked at Rose.
“My girl’s wound up like a two day clock. She’ll settle down in a minute.” Suzanne made a face
and after a moment she speared Bennett with her elbow.Rose took off her coat and raked her
fingers through her long, spiraling red hair. She smiled at Suzanne and glanced at the sparkle of
the engagement ring that Jan had placed on her finger before she replied. “The drive was a
nightmare, one that I would not recommend to the faint hearted.” She bit her lip and continued.
“But all I had to do was to think of Jan. He’s the one who is in danger. He’s the one who risks his
life to save others. He’s my hero and he’ll be home soon. No icy mountain is going to keep me
from being there to greet him!” Rose said it with a smile, a smile that Suzanne suspected
required some effort. Rose twisted her ring and then added “Thank God, he’ll be home
soon.” On impulse, Suzanne hugged the tall, elegant woman again, and then held her at arm’s
length. “You look wonderful, Rose! I think you grow more beautiful with each passing year. But,
enough of that. I know you must be exhausted. We…” Suzanne fell silent to stare at Bennett.
He looked like a conductor waving a baton. Keeping his arms stiff, he raised his hands waist-
high and extended his pointer fingers. He jabbed a finger at Mustafa and then nodded to the
man. Mustafa smiled at Rose. “Welcome to my home. I am Mustafa.” He cut his eyes to
Bennett, “Some friends call me Moose.” He extended a hand to Rose. “May I get you
coffee?”Rose said with a nod “Thank you. That sounds great!” Bennett smiled a smug smile,
dipped his chin and aimed a pointer finger at Suzanne.“Oh! Where are my manners?” Suzanne
cried and smacked her forehead. “Mustafa, Rose, I am so sorry! Rose, of course, this is
Mustafa. Mustafa, this is our friend Rosemillion McKinley, but we call her Rose.” “So they’ve
been told,” Bennett chided. Suzanne added with a scowl “And this is my tacky husband, Bennett,



who better fly into that kitchen and return with some steaming hot coffee if he knows what’s good
for him!”Rose returned Mustafa’s smile. “I’ve looked so forward to meeting you. Suzanne and
Ben tell me they’ve never met a more dedicated doctor. I look forward to helping you in any way
I can.” Moose lifted his chin in mock arrogance. He tilted his head in Bennett’s direction. “If
Suzanne speaks of me, you may believe. If Bennett speaks, I am not so realizing.”Bennett
laughed. “I better speak for you, Moose. Here in America, that sentence goes like this “If
Bennett speaks, I am not so sure.” “Grow high, Bennett!” Mustafa huffed.“Up, up and away…,”
While pretending to watch balloons drift upward, Bennett sang a chorus from the Fifth
Dimension’s popular 1967 hit song.Mustafa rolled his eyes and shook his head at Bennett.
Rose had looked forward to this visit. Now she felt certain that she had made the right choice
in coming. She expected the playful bantering between Suzanne and Bennett. Their
relationship was and had always been a rare and wonderful one. They were much more than
man and wife. Suzanne and Bennett were best friends. Mustafa was the surprise. He was
nothing like the stereotyped immigrant-doctor that Rose had envisioned. She had expected a
short, bespectacled, olive-skinned man with a slight build and no-nonsense demeanor whose
social skills were limited to a bedside or clinical setting. She was more than a little surprised.
Mustafa stood 6’2” with a solid, square build. He was constructed of pure muscle that stretched
from his ankles through his broad chest and shoulders. His thick, black, collar-length hair
framed a strikingly handsome face with deep-set black eyes fringed with curling black lashes.
Despite the cold, he wore ivory linen pants and a linen tunic with loafers and no socks.
“Soup’s on.” Bennett returned from the kitchen carrying a tray laden with four cups of aromatic
coffee. He centered the tray on the coffee table and then playfully slapped at Moose’s hand.
“Ladies first Moose!” Moose shot back “This is no soup, Beanie. This is coffee.”Suzanne
giggled. “Very good Moose! Keep the boy straight!” Bennett stuck out his tongue at Moose
behind the man’s back. “And you Suzanne, I have a few words I want to speak to you.” All hints
of play had disappeared from Moose’s face and from his voice.Bennett rolled his eyes and
poked his tongue in his cheek.Moose ignored him.“Well?” Suzanne held her coffee suspended
in her hands, waiting. “You do not tell Moose truth. You tell me your friend from Kentucky
Mountain is pretty woman. She is no pretty. She is beautiful.” Rose blushed at Moose’s
unexpected compliment. Compliments had been rare in her early life. She had never gotten
used to them. “I agree with you Moose, she is beautiful,” Suzanne said and patted the sofa.
“Rose, come, sit. Tell us how things are going at home.” Bennett sat cross-legged on the floor
in front of Suzanne. Mustafa sat beside Bennett.Rose sipped her coffee. “Great coffee and I
was so ready for a good, hot cup.” “Moose thinks it stinks,” Bennett quipped. “Shut up Beanie,
nobody want to hear about Moose. Let your friend speak, she is guest here.” Bennett accepted
Moose’s jibe with a grin and turned to Rose. “So Rosie Mac, tell us what’s going on at
home.” Rose pulled a hand to her face. “Where do I begin? There’s so much to tell. Of course
everybody sends their love and best wishes. They all miss you.” She brushed at a wayward curl
as she continued. “Things are changing so fast, I can hardly keep up myself.” “Olivia graduates



from high school this spring. I think she and Willie and Buddy would sleep in the barns if we’d let
them. They love the horses so much. I never dreamed they would become skilled so quickly in
caring for them.” Moose wrinkled his brow. He directed his gaze at Suzanne. “She has children
who sleep in barn?” Suzanne laughed. “No, Moose. Rose has no children but she did raise her
sister and three brothers. Their parents died when Rose was sixteen. She was oldest so she
raised them.”“How old are they now, Rose?” Bennett asked.“Buddy’s twenty, Willie is twenty-
two, Jimmy Joe is twenty-six and Olivia is eighteen.” “I can’t believe they’re all grown up,” Bennett
said, shaking his head. He looked at Mustafa. “As Rose was saying, her younger brothers,
Buddy and Willie, raise thoroughbreds at home on Rose’s horse farm.” They had a great teacher,
Rose’s father-in-law-to-be, Klaus Vandeventer. Klaus is a famous breeder known all over the
world. Klaus and his family raise some of the finest racing horses that money can buy.” “What’s
Jimmy Joe doing?” Suzanne asked.“He’s building. He loves building like the other boys love
raising horses. He has his engineering degree. Now it’s official. He’s a design-builder. I think
he’s remodeled every home in Widows Hollow and just recently, he completed some spec
homes in Ashford. In last year’s Parade of Homes, he made a name for himself. People love his
designs.” “And how are Klaus and Olga?” Suzanne asked. She swatted Bennett who had tied
her bootlaces together.Rose’s face turned serious. “They’re fine, but they’re worried. They
haven’t heard from Jan, either. We’re hoping it’s just the mail, you know, with the war.” Her voice
trailed off, she furrowed her brow. “Maybe the mail is just slow.” Suzanne felt a tug of
apprehension. No news from a war zone in a month was not good news. Rose’s concern
showed in her face. Hurrying to change the subject, Suzanne asked, “And how are Mama John,
Jimbo, Mule and the family?” Rose had to smile. Mama John was the closest thing Rose had to
a mother after her own had died. Rose adored the sweet old black woman, her husband, Mule,
and their tribe of kids. Rose loved Mama John better than she loved anyone on earth with the
possible exception of Jan.“Mama John? Oh, she’s wonderful! Olga keeps her busy baking for
the folks in Ashford and Mule still makes the best jerky in all of Kentucky!” Rose let out a sudden
gasp. “Oh, that reminds me, I have fresh bread, a basket of fried chicken, and all the trimmings
in the truck. You know Mama John wouldn’t let me leave home without enough home cooked
vittles to feed half of West Virginia.” Bennett wasted no time unfolding himself from the floor.
“Yeah, and I know Mama John’s cooking!” He bounced his brows at Mustafa. “And, my little
Mooslim friend, you are in for a treat!” Bennett stretched his lanky frame, noticed the light
outside the window, and reached a hand to Suzanne. “Hey, daylight! Looks like another rainy
day. Oh well, if you’ll make another pot of coffee my love, I’ll go fetch the goodies and bring in
Rosie Mac’s stuff.”Bennett gave Suzanne a peck on the cheek and then headed for the
door.Suzanne and Rose gathered coffee cups and continued their conversation. They had a lot
of catching up to do. Mustafa followed Bennett. “I help you, O.K?”“No thanks, Moose, no need
getting your jammies wet!” Bennett darted out the door with Mustafa close behind. Without
warning, Bennett suddenly reversed himself and then shoved Mustafa backward. Sheer horror
twisted Bennett’s face.Pushing Mustafa he screamed. “Oh my God, Moose! Rose! Suzanne!



Run for your lives! Run for your lives! Get in the truck now!” Chapter OneWolf Laurel Creek,
West VirginiaFebruary 27, 1972“Suzanne, will you quit pacing? Rose is all grown up now. She’ll
call if she has trouble finding us.” “Bennett, she doesn’t know these roads. They’re bad enough
in good weather. They’re deadly in ice. She should have been here hours ago.” “Are you
forgetting that she grew up in Widows Hollow? Remember those roads?” “Yes, but that was
Kentucky. This is West Virginia. She’s on Highway 10, also known as The Most Dangerous
Highway in America.”Suzanne knelt on the sofa, cupped her hands at her temples and pressed
her forehead against the window. She tried to peer into the darkness through a driving rain but it
was useless. She could see nothing. She heaved a sigh and retraced her steps to the fireplace
and to the smoldering embers of a fire.“Suz, you’re making me nuts!” Bennett Gardner dropped
the newspaper he had been reading. He rose from the sofa knowing that he had to tread lightly
here. Suzanne could be tough as nails if she needed to be, but she could also dissolve into a
puddle of tears for reasons he might never comprehend. Unable to sleep, Suzanne had crept
downstairs to wait. She had not been alone long for her husband, Bennett, who could read his
wife like a Dickens’ classic, knew that she was worried and that she would likely torment herself
with worst case scenarios until Rose arrived safe and sound. As a husband Bennett was a rare
and quick study. Suzanne had taught him that while logic and reason motivated most men,
women labored under no such obligation. In a whirlwind of emotions, they could sprint from fury
and frustration to purring passion faster than most men could blink. Bennett walked a fine line
when it was obvious to him that Suzanne was on her emotional roller coaster. He did not judge,
he did not condemn, and he did not try to match fury for fury or silence for silence. He waited.
When the mood swings and crying jags passed, she would reward him with the love and passion
that he had yearned for all his life. Suzanne’s concern was justified this time. Rose had
confided through tears that she had not heard from Jan in almost a month. The Vietnam War
was winding down, the remaining troops returning home. Jan’s last letter had been optimistic,
filled with his plans for their wedding and for their new life. Rose had heard nothing since that
letter. Now Rose was long overdue. The weather had taken an abrupt turn for the worst and
she was driving in it. “Suzanne, quit worrying. It’s dark out. You couldn’t see through this
downpour if it was light. Tell you what, if you’ll stop pacing, I’ll get us another cup of coffee. We
can snuggle and watch the sun come up and maybe that’ll keep you from wearing a rut in
Mustafa’s hardwood floor. Suzanne heaved a sigh. She crossed her arms and flashed her
husband a lop-sided grin. “Am I that bad?” “We’re gonna have to replace Moose’s floor. Look at
that rut.” With a coffee cup in each hand, Bennett nodded to the floor beneath Suzanne’s fuzzy
pink slippers. “See?” Suzanne glanced at the floor. “Bennett Gardner!” With a scowl she
pinched the spare inches of flesh above his waist. She would have gladly bitten him on the back
of his neck, but she could not reach Bennett’s neck in her bare feet. Doctor Bennett Gardner,
6’6”, dwarfed his doctor wife who stood 5’ 6” in heels. Suzanne wrapped her arms around
Bennett’s waist and padded after him into the kitchen. “Is that passion I’m feeling? I hope, I
hope, I hope.” Bennett placed the cups on the countertop and turned to Suzanne with an impish



grin.“Oh, no you don’t, Buster!” Suzanne flattened her palms against his chest and gave
Bennett a playful shove. “Get those green, come-hither eyes off me and pour that coffee right
now! We have company coming and a community that needs doctors. No time for hanky-panky
this morning, so get your cute little butt in gear and quit playing around.”Bennett’s lips went
smiley. “God, I love it when you say I have a cute little butt. See, you want me, I know you want
me.” Bennett fluttered his eyelids.“Dr. Gardner, I have you,” Suzanne said and tapped the two-
carat diamond on her finger, “And we have….”Bennett melted. Suzanne was so irresistible with
her petite frame draped in a sleep shirt and with her long black hair tumbling loose down her
back. “Shut up and kiss me,” he said. He locked his arms around her waist, lifted her off the
floor and crushed his lips to hers. Suzanne returned his kiss with the same passion that had
ignited their marriage years earlier. She adored her tall, handsome, green-eyed husband and
the adoration was mutual. Suzanne had been engaged to another when she and Bennett met at
Ashford County Hospital in Kentucky where they both had worked as interns. But fate had
intervened when Suzanne’s former neighbors invited both Suzanne and Bennett to an informal
Christmas gathering. It was at this gathering where Dr. Bennett Gardner learned that Dr.
Suzanne Claiborne had delivered an abrupt and fatal blow to her engagement and where the
two good doctors shared one playful kiss that had ignited a fire between them that continued to
this moment. Bennett felt Suzanne’s soft lips touch his and his pulse quickened. He
tightened his arms about her waist anticipating a few moments of heated passion. Suzanne
kissed him with a fiery kiss, buried her fingers in his curls and yanked. “Ouch!” Bennett shot
Suzanne a pained look and rubbed the back of his head. “Ssshhh,” Suzanne said with a giggle
and then pressed a finger to her lips. “You’ll wake Mustafa.” Bennett puckered his lips in a pout.
“Aw Suz, I thought I was gonna get.…”“Lucky? Too bad for you, you wake Mustafa already!”
Bennett and Suzanne glanced up in surprise. Their friend Mustafa stood in the kitchen doorway
yawning through a scowl. “Oh, Moose! We’re sorry!” Bennett exclaimed, trying hard not to
giggle. “We didn’t mean to wake you.” “A likely story.” Moose’s words were distinct and heavily
weighted in his Eastern Indian accent.He bounced his eyes between Suzanne and Bennett who
stepped quickly apart. “But I am awake now so if you could hanky-panky somewhere other so I
could get to coffee, I appreciate very much.” Bennett slapped Moose on the back. “Let me get it,
Moose my man,” he offered. Bennett stepped to the counter and filled a cup with the steaming
brew. “Where’s mine?” Suzanne pushed out her lower lip in a pout.“I don’t get any, you don’t
get any,” Bennett crowed. He made a comical face, shrugged and raised flat palms in the air.
Suzanne giggled but stopped short. Mustafa was staring at her chest. “I don’t do mornings.”
The words printed on Suzanne’s oversized tee shirt sounded funny in Mustafa’s thick
accent. Suzanne glanced down at the shirt. Her cheeks turned a bright crimson. The shirt’s thin
fabric did not adequately cover her otherwise naked body, particularly when she and Bennett
shared mornings with their Pakistani Muslim friend, Dr. Mustafa Dhingra. Noting Suzanne’s
embarrassment, Bennett turned a sober face to Mustafa. “Don’t need an x-ray machine to see
through that shirt, huh, Moose?” Slow to comprehend, Mustafa knit his brows and then he



turned crimson. “Bennett Gardner!” Suzanne cried. Bennett laughed. “Now you’re even.
Moose is embarrassed, too.”“You are a donkey’s behind!” Mustafa growled. Suzanne darted past
him and up the stairs to the bedroom that she and Bennett shared. Bennett shook with laughter.
“You know, Moose, “donkey’s behind” sounds so much better with a Mooslim accent. It’s almost
like a compliment.”Mustafa repeated “You are a donkey’s behind. And that is no compliment.
And I do not have a Mooslim accent.” He feigned a scowl at Bennett. “And this coffee is
horrible.” “Drink up. It’ll grow hair on your chest,” Bennett quipped, straight-faced, knowing that
Moose had to slowly run the English through his head before the words sank in. Mustafa kept
silent for a moment and then he shot Bennett a contemptuous glare. “Donkey’s behind!”
“Come on, Moose, it’s freezing in here! Let’s add some fuel to that fire.” Bennett sipped his
coffee and led the way to the living room. This was Mustafa’s house. Like most in the seventeen
villages that spilled down the narrow mountain hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, it had been
built by the mining company in the twenties or thirties or as early as 1912 when the first rail spur
had been laid in the hollow by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway. Coal community cabins
were tiny, stark identical frame structures first built as company rentals to miners. Throughout
the coal-mining region cabins like these stood rotted and fallen to ruin. But for the local miners,
shifts that had once paid one or two dollars’ worth of scrip now paid as much as fifty dollars per
shift. In Wolf Laurel Creek where the continuous miner and outward migration had reduced the
local population to one third that of the twenties, moderate prosperity showed in home
improvements and new additions.The former coal camps had become close-knit neighborhoods
where a sense of security and pride now prevailed. Mustafa’s house was one that had been
transformed. The original single story frame dwelling was now a brick two story that boasted
three bedrooms, two baths, a modern kitchen and dining room, living room with a large stone
fireplace and a covered porch that stretched across the front of the house.Mustafa had replaced
worn linoleum with hardwood floors. Colorful rugs scattered throughout complimented the
muted tones of the wallpaper that covered the walls. The house was cozy and tidy for the most
part.Medical supplies and equipment that had been stored upstairs in the spare bedroom had
been moved into the living room and dining room to make a place for Rose.Bennett and
Suzanne had come to West Virginia to help Mustafa establish a medical center for locals who
fell through the cracks—the people who did not qualify for state aid, yet needed but could not
afford health insurance. Mustafa, like many other foreign-born men and women, had taken
advantage of the U.S. Government’s offer of a free medical school education, a green card and
permanent U.S. residency in exchange for a four-year stint as a doctor in a depressed rural
area.No one could deny that the fringes around Wolf Laurel Creek, the Appalachian coal-mining
community in West Virginia’s Highlands, were as rural and as poverty stricken as any to be found
in America. Mustafa had graduated med-school with honors and had completed his internship.
Now he wanted to give back to the community and to the country that had made it possible. But
the going had been tougher than Mustafa expected. The people of Appalachia were a paradox.
They could be both warm and hospitable, but could be equally suspicious and distrusting.



Mustafa had felt welcomed to Wolf Laurel Creek—as a neighbor, but as a doctor—the people
had given him a wide berth. They had their doubts.Mustafa’s accent did not help matters either.
Many of the locals complained that they could not understand him. The people were suspicious
by nature, the area, depressed. Too many families in the nearby communities lacked sufficient
money for food, much less medicine and doctors. Mustafa had become disheartened. The task
was overwhelming for a single foreign-born doctor so he had asked Bennett and Suzanne for
help.Their response had been immediate, positive, and enthusiastic. In turn they asked their
friend Rosemillion McKinley to come and visit and to help them ready the clinic. Bennett
removed the fire screen. He took a polished brass poker from its stand and rearranged the
smoldering logs.“I will get more wood,” Mustafa offered. “Let me get it, Moose. It’s too cold out
there. I’m dressed and you’re still in your jammies.” Bennett replaced the poker and strode
across the room. He pulled open the front door and whistled at the pounding rain. “Geez! It’s
coming down in buckets.” He switched on the porch light, darted through the door, and loaded
an armful of logs from a stack in the corner.He returned to the fire, spilled the logs from his arms,
and coaxed the embers into a colorful blaze. “Your friend, she is late?” Mustafa asked. He
gathered up the newspaper sections of the Charleston Gazette that lay strewn on the coffee
table and headed for the trashcan in the kitchen. “I’m afraid so. I hope she gets here soon,
Suzanne’s going nuts.”Mustafa glanced to the outer darkness and shook his head. “This rain
been coming for three days. We never see so lot of rain. We cannot get to mountains until rains
stops. More lost time we do not afford.”“Cheer up, Moose. We’ve made some good progress
and we’ve only just started to recruit.”“What is recruit?”“Ask for help. Beg for volunteers.”“We do
not supposed to beg, you boron!” Mustafa cried. Looking perplexed, he scanned the coffee
table and a corner reading table. “Did you take my coffee?” He narrowed his eyes at Bennett.
“Yeah, I threw it in the fire. See?” Bennett pointed to the fire.Mustafa waved a finger. “You will
not get me again with that one,” he said, and then added “Moose is learning.” He refused to look
to the fireplace. Knowing Bennett’s penchant for practical jokes, Mustafa searched under the
coffee table and among stacks of medical books and supplies that spilled across a desk to the
right of the sofa. While Moose’s back was turned, Bennett took the man’s coffee cup from the
fireplace mantel, slid it by its handle onto the fireplace poker, and placed it in front of the fire.
Moose squeezed his brows. “I cannot find it.” “Look in the fireplace,” Bennett insisted with a
grin. Mustafa picked up a yardstick from the desk and turned to Bennett. “I will not look in
fireplace,” he said, but the temptation was too great. Despite his resolve, he glanced at the
fireplace and saw his cup. “How you ever become doctor is mysterious to me!” Mustafa huffed
and smacked Bennett with the yardstick. “I cheated. A lot,” Bennett said with a grin. “Want some
more coffee?” “Yes, thank you, but I get another cup.” Mustafa absently scratched his cheek with
the end of the wooden yardstick. Bennett laughed and reached over the fire screen to retrieve
Mustafa’s cup. “Youch!” He yelped. The hot cup burned his fingers. “Serves you good,” Mustafa
said with a grin. “That’s Serves you right, Moose.”Mustafa raised the yardstick to take another
swat at his leering friend when he saw headlights through the window. “Somebody is lost or your



friend, she is here.”Bennett sucked his burned fingers and flapped his hand in the air. “Woo, that
really burned!” He crossed the room, kneeled on the sofa, and peered out the window.
“Somebody’s lost,” he said. “How you know that?” Moose asked. He was on guard now and was
not about to take anything that Bennett said seriously. “Because it’s a dame, need I say
more?”“What is dame?” Moose asked, curious. He joined Bennett on the sofa. “That’s not a
dame, that’s Rose! Bennett Gardner, quit antagonizing Moose and help her in before she
drowns.” Seeing the headlights from upstairs, Suzanne had hurried down. She wore jeans, a
white turtleneck, two socks and one boot. She waved the other at her grinning
husband.“Killjoy!” Bennett snatched a hooded jacket from the coat rack near the door. He threw
it around his shoulders and with his head bent, ran outside into the pouring rain. He tugged
open the door of Rose’s pickup and raised his jacket over his head to shield her from the
downpour. “Rosie Mac! Welcome to Wolf Laurel Bog. It’s sloshy out here, watch your step.”
Bennett took Rose by the hand and helped her from the truck. “I need to get my…,” she
began.“Fanny inside before we wash away!” Bennett cut in. “I’ll get your things when that dove
shows up with the olive branch.” He wrapped an arm around Rose and, huddled together under
his jacket, they raced for the porch. “I see you haven’t changed a bit,” Rose said with a laugh.
“Hair’s thinner, waist is thicker, other than that, I’m good as new,” Bennett replied. Suzanne held
the door and smiled a smile wide as the State of Texas. “Oh, Rose, Sweetie! I’m so glad to see
you and I’m so relieved to know that you’re still in one piece!” “Let me have your coat. You come
over here and soak up some of this heavenly heat. Was it horrible? Driving Highway 10 in this
weather? Have you ever seen anything like it? Under the best of circumstances, that road’s a
nightmare, but in this freezing rain—I’ve been so worried. I can’t tell you how happy I am to see
you safe and sound!” Bennett winked at Rose. “My girl’s wound up like a two day clock. She’ll
settle down in a minute.” Suzanne made a face and after a moment she speared Bennett with
her elbow.Rose took off her coat and raked her fingers through her long, spiraling red hair. She
smiled at Suzanne and glanced at the sparkle of the engagement ring that Jan had placed on
her finger before she replied. “The drive was a nightmare, one that I would not recommend to
the faint hearted.” She bit her lip and continued. “But all I had to do was to think of Jan. He’s the
one who is in danger. He’s the one who risks his life to save others. He’s my hero and he’ll be
home soon. No icy mountain is going to keep me from being there to greet him!” Rose said it
with a smile, a smile that Suzanne suspected required some effort. Rose twisted her ring and
then added “Thank God, he’ll be home soon.” On impulse, Suzanne hugged the tall, elegant
woman again, and then held her at arm’s length. “You look wonderful, Rose! I think you grow
more beautiful with each passing year. But, enough of that. I know you must be exhausted.
We…” Suzanne fell silent to stare at Bennett. He looked like a conductor waving a baton.
Keeping his arms stiff, he raised his hands waist-high and extended his pointer fingers. He
jabbed a finger at Mustafa and then nodded to the man. Mustafa smiled at Rose.
“Welcome to my home. I am Mustafa.” He cut his eyes to Bennett, “Some friends call me
Moose.” He extended a hand to Rose. “May I get you coffee?”Rose said with a nod “Thank you.



That sounds great!” Bennett smiled a smug smile, dipped his chin and aimed a pointer finger at
Suzanne.“Oh! Where are my manners?” Suzanne cried and smacked her forehead. “Mustafa,
Rose, I am so sorry! Rose, of course, this is Mustafa. Mustafa, this is our friend Rosemillion
McKinley, but we call her Rose.” “So they’ve been told,” Bennett chided. Suzanne added with a
scowl “And this is my tacky husband, Bennett, who better fly into that kitchen and return with
some steaming hot coffee if he knows what’s good for him!”Rose returned Mustafa’s smile. “I’ve
looked so forward to meeting you. Suzanne and Ben tell me they’ve never met a more dedicated
doctor. I look forward to helping you in any way I can.” Moose lifted his chin in mock arrogance.
He tilted his head in Bennett’s direction. “If Suzanne speaks of me, you may believe. If Bennett
speaks, I am not so realizing.”Bennett laughed. “I better speak for you, Moose. Here in America,
that sentence goes like this “If Bennett speaks, I am not so sure.” “Grow high, Bennett!” Mustafa
huffed. “Up, up and away…,” While pretending to watch balloons drift upward, Bennett sang a
chorus from the Fifth Dimension’s popular 1967 hit song.Mustafa rolled his eyes and shook his
head at Bennett. Rose had looked forward to this visit. Now she felt certain that she had made
the right choice in coming. She expected the playful bantering between Suzanne and Bennett.
Their relationship was and had always been a rare and wonderful one. They were much more
than man and wife. Suzanne and Bennett were best friends. Mustafa was the surprise. He was
nothing like the stereotyped immigrant-doctor that Rose had envisioned. She had expected a
short, bespectacled, olive-skinned man with a slight build and no-nonsense demeanor whose
social skills were limited to a bedside or clinical setting. She was more than a little surprised.
Mustafa stood 6’2” with a solid, square build. He was constructed of pure muscle that stretched
from his ankles through his broad chest and shoulders. His thick, black, collar-length hair
framed a strikingly handsome face with deep-set black eyes fringed with curling black lashes.
Despite the cold, he wore ivory linen pants and a linen tunic with loafers and no socks.
“Soup’s on.” Bennett returned from the kitchen carrying a tray laden with four cups of aromatic
coffee. He centered the tray on the coffee table and then playfully slapped at Moose’s hand.
“Ladies first Moose!” Moose shot back “This is no soup, Beanie. This is coffee.”Suzanne
giggled. “Very good Moose! Keep the boy straight!” Bennett stuck out his tongue at Moose
behind the man’s back. “And you Suzanne, I have a few words I want to speak to you.” All hints
of play had disappeared from Moose’s face and from his voice.Bennett rolled his eyes and
poked his tongue in his cheek.Moose ignored him. “Well?” Suzanne held her coffee suspended
in her hands, waiting. “You do not tell Moose truth. You tell me your friend from Kentucky
Mountain is pretty woman. She is no pretty. She is beautiful.” Rose blushed at Moose’s
unexpected compliment. Compliments had been rare in her early life. She had never gotten
used to them. “I agree with you Moose, she is beautiful,” Suzanne said and patted the sofa.
“Rose, come, sit. Tell us how things are going at home.” Bennett sat cross-legged on the floor
in front of Suzanne. Mustafa sat beside Bennett.Rose sipped her coffee. “Great coffee and I
was so ready for a good, hot cup.” “Moose thinks it stinks,” Bennett quipped. “Shut up Beanie,
nobody want to hear about Moose. Let your friend speak, she is guest here.” Bennett accepted



Moose’s jibe with a grin and turned to Rose. “So Rosie Mac, tell us what’s going on at
home.” Rose pulled a hand to her face. “Where do I begin? There’s so much to tell. Of course
everybody sends their love and best wishes. They all miss you.” She brushed at a wayward curl
as she continued. “Things are changing so fast, I can hardly keep up myself.” “Olivia graduates
from high school this spring. I think she and Willie and Buddy would sleep in the barns if we’d let
them. They love the horses so much. I never dreamed they would become skilled so quickly in
caring for them.” Moose wrinkled his brow. He directed his gaze at Suzanne. “She has children
who sleep in barn?” Suzanne laughed. “No, Moose. Rose has no children but she did raise her
sister and three brothers. Their parents died when Rose was sixteen. She was oldest so she
raised them.”“How old are they now, Rose?” Bennett asked.“Buddy’s twenty, Willie is twenty-
two, Jimmy Joe is twenty-six and Olivia is eighteen.” “I can’t believe they’re all grown up,” Bennett
said, shaking his head. He looked at Mustafa. “As Rose was saying, her younger brothers,
Buddy and Willie, raise thoroughbreds at home on Rose’s horse farm.” They had a great teacher,
Rose’s father-in-law-to-be, Klaus Vandeventer. Klaus is a famous breeder known all over the
world. Klaus and his family raise some of the finest racing horses that money can buy.” “What’s
Jimmy Joe doing?” Suzanne asked.“He’s building. He loves building like the other boys love
raising horses. He has his engineering degree. Now it’s official. He’s a design-builder. I think
he’s remodeled every home in Widows Hollow and just recently, he completed some spec
homes in Ashford. In last year’s Parade of Homes, he made a name for himself. People love his
designs.” “And how are Klaus and Olga?” Suzanne asked. She swatted Bennett who had tied
her bootlaces together.Rose’s face turned serious. “They’re fine, but they’re worried. They
haven’t heard from Jan, either. We’re hoping it’s just the mail, you know, with the war.” Her voice
trailed off, she furrowed her brow. “Maybe the mail is just slow.” Suzanne felt a tug of
apprehension. No news from a war zone in a month was not good news. Rose’s concern
showed in her face. Hurrying to change the subject, Suzanne asked, “And how are Mama John,
Jimbo, Mule and the family?” Rose had to smile. Mama John was the closest thing Rose had to
a mother after her own had died. Rose adored the sweet old black woman, her husband, Mule,
and their tribe of kids. Rose loved Mama John better than she loved anyone on earth with the
possible exception of Jan.“Mama John? Oh, she’s wonderful! Olga keeps her busy baking for
the folks in Ashford and Mule still makes the best jerky in all of Kentucky!” Rose let out a sudden
gasp. “Oh, that reminds me, I have fresh bread, a basket of fried chicken, and all the trimmings
in the truck. You know Mama John wouldn’t let me leave home without enough home cooked
vittles to feed half of West Virginia.” Bennett wasted no time unfolding himself from the floor.
“Yeah, and I know Mama John’s cooking!” He bounced his brows at Mustafa. “And, my little
Mooslim friend, you are in for a treat!” Bennett stretched his lanky frame, noticed the light
outside the window, and reached a hand to Suzanne. “Hey, daylight! Looks like another rainy
day. Oh well, if you’ll make another pot of coffee my love, I’ll go fetch the goodies and bring in
Rosie Mac’s stuff.”Bennett gave Suzanne a peck on the cheek and then headed for the
door.Suzanne and Rose gathered coffee cups and continued their conversation. They had a lot



of catching up to do. Mustafa followed Bennett. “I help you, O.K?”“No thanks, Moose, no need
getting your jammies wet!” Bennett darted out the door with Mustafa close behind. Without
warning, Bennett suddenly reversed himself and then shoved Mustafa backward. Sheer horror
twisted Bennett’s face.Pushing Mustafa he screamed. “Oh my God, Moose! Rose! Suzanne!
Run for your lives! Run for your lives! Get in the truck now!” Chapter TwoSuzanne and Rose
exchanged mute, disoriented stares in that few seconds that the brain requires to shift gears
from a lazy Saturday morning of hot coffee shared with good friends to a sudden and
unannounced foot race with death. The sounds of shattering china preceded the women’s flight
into the living room where, like a man gone berserk, Bennett ripped coats off their hooks and,
without a backward glance, threw them to Suzanne and Rose. “Bennett, wha….” The alarmed
women raised their arms to deflect the flying coats and then caught them with disbelieving
stares. The look on Bennett’s face frightened Suzanne as he herded the women out the door like
a longshoreman shoving thugs.Frightened and bewildered, Suzanne demanded “Bennett! What
are…?” Bennett cut her off with a howl. “Get in the truck, Suzanne! Just get in the truck,
now!” Bennett’s chest heaved. “Rose, where are your keys?” He demanded. Fumbling an arm
into his jacket, he shoved the women before him. “They’re in the tr…truck,” Rose
stammered.Furious with Bennett’s indefensible rudeness, Suzanne stomped across the porch
beside Rose. “Bennett Gardner, there’s no excuse, no excuse….” Over the cab of Rose’s truck
Suzanne glimpsed the advancing wall of Black Death. She screamed. “Oh, my God! Oh, my
God! Run, Rose, run!” Fear froze the women in their tracks but their screams
continued. Mustafa panted toward them. “Get in the truck! Go! Go!” He grabbed for a handhold
on their coats, found it, and shepherded the women through the ankle deep swamp that had
been his yard. With a backward glance at his house, Mustafa shoved Suzanne and Rose
through the open door of the pickup.With his jacket half-on, Bennett jumped behind the wheel,
slammed the door closed and twisted the key in the ignition. Rose landed awkwardly on top of
Suzanne. Mustafa squeezed in over baskets, boxes and luggage. He slammed his door with a
shout. “Go Bennett!” Bennett jerked the gearshift into reverse, stomped the accelerator, and,
blasting the horn, sped onto the narrow road that divided the hollow. He rolled down his window
and screamed. “Run! Run for your lives!”Bennett ground the heel of his hand on the horn. The
horn emitted its loud ominous bleating over Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Mustafa’s screams,
“Run! Run for your lives!” Bennett steered the pickup at break neck speed through rising,
swirling water bare minutes in advance of the twenty-foot wall of black, liquid death that
careened down the narrow mountain valley behind them with the explosive force of an
avalanche.The foursome’s frantic shouts and the urgent bleating of the horn roused people at
the upper end of the sixteen-mile valley of Wolf Laurel Creek in Logan County, West Virginia.
With heavy lids and lulled reflexes, the citizens that populated the fifteen communities that lay
scattered along the narrow valley stumbled to their doors and windows, men, women, and
children, some dressed, some undressed, all slow to comprehend that death was at the
door.The water, 132 million gallons of it, weighted with tons of black coal sludge and debris,



crashed down the mountain and through the hollow.The breathing, belching mud wave took
corners like a bobsled in a trough, careening from one side of the valley to the other, crushing,
destroying, or wiping clean everything in its path. Too soon the people were in it. The killing
waters swirled at the feet of people in nightclothes, barefoot children clad in underwear, mothers
with babies in their arms, sons and daughters carrying and piggy-backing their elderly parents.
Cars and trucks raced to any outlet that led up the sheer rock cliffs and out of the path of the
flood. “Bennett, she’s not going to make it!” Suzanne screamed. The careening water crashed
over a woman with a baby in her arms, forcing the woman to let go the hand of a second child, a
toddler. “Bennett, stop! We must help her!” Mustafa threw open the door and waded into
the woman’s path.Rose and Suzanne jumped into the rising water and desperately tried to follow
the little girl that the waves tossed about like a rag doll. Mustafa folded his body and like a
hockey goalie, he spread his arms and legs to prevent the woman’s being swept past him. He
caught her by the shoulder just as the crashing wall of water ripped the baby from her arms.
Mustafa would hear the woman’s screams in his nightmares for years to come.He groped in the
black murk and caught a blanket corner. The screaming infant spilled from the blanket. Mustafa
thrashed the water and with one huge hand he snatched the infant. He pressed the slippery
baby to his chest and fought to keep his footing long enough to haul mother and baby to safety.
With their arms locked to form a human rope, Suzanne and Rose caught the little girl and
carried her choking and screaming to her mother in Rose’s truck. This steaming wall of deadly
liquid was more than water. It was filled with coal dust and other solid materials that had
compacted together into a mud wave. Setting off one explosion after another, the roiling flood
shot through the smoldering slag and raised mushroom-shaped clouds high above the valley. It
threw huge splatters of mud hundreds of feet up to the narrow road where a few late shift miners
walked home from the mines.The flood was like a living thing. It absorbed everything in its path
and soon carried more than a million tons of waste in its raging current.It erased Spurgeon. It
didn’t grind the community into piles of rubbish, but hauled everything away with it—homes,
trailers, rail cars, community centers. It scrubbed the ground bare as effectively as a thousand
bulldozers. Tears streamed from Bennett’s eyes. A woman screamed for him to save her
husband, her Henry, whom the water had swept away. “Henry! Henry!” Bennett cried. He
fought the current and dodged debris that pummeled him now like gunfire. “Henry!” Bennett
filled his lungs with air and screamed into the roaring din of the lost and dying. He realized that if
he could save Henry, Bennett’s time was up. If Bennett did not get the truck to higher ground
immediately, he, Suzanne, Rose, Moose and the others who had climbed into the bed of Rose’s
pickup would become victims themselves. Bodies rolled and spun in the crashing waves, tossed
between rooftops, railroad ties, cars, trees and bellowing livestock. Blackened bodies, bodies
everywhere, struggled in their human frailties against the steaming, suffocating water.Bennett
raised his blackened face to Heaven and bellowed. “Henry!” Then, “God… please!”Bennett
flailed the water like a madman. He twisted his body with his arms stretched out from his sides
like a human propeller. A flash of white caught his eye. Bennett snatched at the white gauze.



Like tissue, the thin fabric ripped free of his grasp. Bennett groped again. A leg. A knee.
Bennett clawed to hold on and clenched his fingers around the slimy flesh and bone. Two
skeletal arms shot out of the water and wound themselves around Bennett’s neck. A blackened
face with a scraggly beard followed. “That’s my Henry! That’s my Henry!” The woman
screamed. Mustafa lost ground in the surging water, but he fought it and with sheer
determination, made his way in inches to Bennett to grab one of Henry’s hands. Together,
Moose and Bennett pulled the gasping man through the powerful current and to the truck.Moose
jumped into the back and sat with his legs spread and hanging over the tailgate. Clutching
Henry beneath his arms, Moose reared backward and hauled the choking man into the
truck. Henry’s wife collapsed in tears. Her Henry was safe. Bennett closed his eyes. The
darkness amplified the sounds, the roar of the water, the screams, and the terror. Boom! A
thundering explosion shook him. The flood took out an electrical transformer. Now the wails
would echo through this Death Valley in complete darkness. Bennett wiped his eyes on his
sleeve and plowed through the water to the driver’s side of the truck. He yanked open the door,
climbed behind the wheel, and gunned the engine. The truck churned water but gathered speed
up the gravel road that led to the top of the rock cliff behind the little village of Brighton. There,
Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Moose exited the truck. Huddled together in the freezing rain, they
watched, wet-eyed, mute and helpless, as the horror continued.Chapter TwoSuzanne and Rose
exchanged mute, disoriented stares in that few seconds that the brain requires to shift gears
from a lazy Saturday morning of hot coffee shared with good friends to a sudden and
unannounced foot race with death. The sounds of shattering china preceded the women’s flight
into the living room where, like a man gone berserk, Bennett ripped coats off their hooks and,
without a backward glance, threw them to Suzanne and Rose. “Bennett, wha….” The alarmed
women raised their arms to deflect the flying coats and then caught them with disbelieving
stares. The look on Bennett’s face frightened Suzanne as he herded the women out the door like
a longshoreman shoving thugs.Frightened and bewildered, Suzanne demanded “Bennett! What
are…?” Bennett cut her off with a howl. “Get in the truck, Suzanne! Just get in the truck,
now!” Bennett’s chest heaved. “Rose, where are your keys?” He demanded. Fumbling an arm
into his jacket, he shoved the women before him. “They’re in the tr…truck,” Rose
stammered.Furious with Bennett’s indefensible rudeness, Suzanne stomped across the porch
beside Rose. “Bennett Gardner, there’s no excuse, no excuse….” Over the cab of Rose’s truck
Suzanne glimpsed the advancing wall of Black Death. She screamed. “Oh, my God! Oh, my
God! Run, Rose, run!” Fear froze the women in their tracks but their screams
continued. Mustafa panted toward them. “Get in the truck! Go! Go!” He grabbed for a handhold
on their coats, found it, and shepherded the women through the ankle deep swamp that had
been his yard. With a backward glance at his house, Mustafa shoved Suzanne and Rose
through the open door of the pickup.With his jacket half-on, Bennett jumped behind the wheel,
slammed the door closed and twisted the key in the ignition. Rose landed awkwardly on top of
Suzanne. Mustafa squeezed in over baskets, boxes and luggage. He slammed his door with a



shout. “Go Bennett!” Bennett jerked the gearshift into reverse, stomped the accelerator, and,
blasting the horn, sped onto the narrow road that divided the hollow. He rolled down his window
and screamed. “Run! Run for your lives!”Bennett ground the heel of his hand on the horn. The
horn emitted its loud ominous bleating over Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Mustafa’s screams,
“Run! Run for your lives!” Bennett steered the pickup at break neck speed through rising,
swirling water bare minutes in advance of the twenty-foot wall of black, liquid death that
careened down the narrow mountain valley behind them with the explosive force of an
avalanche.The foursome’s frantic shouts and the urgent bleating of the horn roused people at
the upper end of the sixteen-mile valley of Wolf Laurel Creek in Logan County, West Virginia.
With heavy lids and lulled reflexes, the citizens that populated the fifteen communities that lay
scattered along the narrow valley stumbled to their doors and windows, men, women, and
children, some dressed, some undressed, all slow to comprehend that death was at the
door.The water, 132 million gallons of it, weighted with tons of black coal sludge and debris,
crashed down the mountain and through the hollow.The breathing, belching mud wave took
corners like a bobsled in a trough, careening from one side of the valley to the other, crushing,
destroying, or wiping clean everything in its path. Too soon the people were in it. The killing
waters swirled at the feet of people in nightclothes, barefoot children clad in underwear, mothers
with babies in their arms, sons and daughters carrying and piggy-backing their elderly parents.
Cars and trucks raced to any outlet that led up the sheer rock cliffs and out of the path of the
flood. “Bennett, she’s not going to make it!” Suzanne screamed. The careening water crashed
over a woman with a baby in her arms, forcing the woman to let go the hand of a second child, a
toddler. “Bennett, stop! We must help her!” Mustafa threw open the door and waded into
the woman’s path.Rose and Suzanne jumped into the rising water and desperately tried to follow
the little girl that the waves tossed about like a rag doll. Mustafa folded his body and like a
hockey goalie, he spread his arms and legs to prevent the woman’s being swept past him. He
caught her by the shoulder just as the crashing wall of water ripped the baby from her arms.
Mustafa would hear the woman’s screams in his nightmares for years to come.He groped in the
black murk and caught a blanket corner. The screaming infant spilled from the blanket. Mustafa
thrashed the water and with one huge hand he snatched the infant. He pressed the slippery
baby to his chest and fought to keep his footing long enough to haul mother and baby to safety.
With their arms locked to form a human rope, Suzanne and Rose caught the little girl and
carried her choking and screaming to her mother in Rose’s truck. This steaming wall of deadly
liquid was more than water. It was filled with coal dust and other solid materials that had
compacted together into a mud wave. Setting off one explosion after another, the roiling flood
shot through the smoldering slag and raised mushroom-shaped clouds high above the valley. It
threw huge splatters of mud hundreds of feet up to the narrow road where a few late shift miners
walked home from the mines.The flood was like a living thing. It absorbed everything in its path
and soon carried more than a million tons of waste in its raging current.It erased Spurgeon. It
didn’t grind the community into piles of rubbish, but hauled everything away with it—homes,



trailers, rail cars, community centers. It scrubbed the ground bare as effectively as a thousand
bulldozers. Tears streamed from Bennett’s eyes. A woman screamed for him to save her
husband, her Henry, whom the water had swept away. “Henry! Henry!” Bennett cried. He
fought the current and dodged debris that pummeled him now like gunfire. “Henry!” Bennett
filled his lungs with air and screamed into the roaring din of the lost and dying. He realized that if
he could save Henry, Bennett’s time was up. If Bennett did not get the truck to higher ground
immediately, he, Suzanne, Rose, Moose and the others who had climbed into the bed of Rose’s
pickup would become victims themselves. Bodies rolled and spun in the crashing waves, tossed
between rooftops, railroad ties, cars, trees and bellowing livestock. Blackened bodies, bodies
everywhere, struggled in their human frailties against the steaming, suffocating water.Bennett
raised his blackened face to Heaven and bellowed. “Henry!” Then, “God… please!”Bennett
flailed the water like a madman. He twisted his body with his arms stretched out from his sides
like a human propeller. A flash of white caught his eye. Bennett snatched at the white gauze.
Like tissue, the thin fabric ripped free of his grasp. Bennett groped again. A leg. A knee.
Bennett clawed to hold on and clenched his fingers around the slimy flesh and bone. Two
skeletal arms shot out of the water and wound themselves around Bennett’s neck. A blackened
face with a scraggly beard followed. “That’s my Henry! That’s my Henry!” The woman
screamed. Mustafa lost ground in the surging water, but he fought it and with sheer
determination, made his way in inches to Bennett to grab one of Henry’s hands. Together,
Moose and Bennett pulled the gasping man through the powerful current and to the truck.Moose
jumped into the back and sat with his legs spread and hanging over the tailgate. Clutching
Henry beneath his arms, Moose reared backward and hauled the choking man into the
truck. Henry’s wife collapsed in tears. Her Henry was safe. Bennett closed his eyes. The
darkness amplified the sounds, the roar of the water, the screams, and the terror. Boom! A
thundering explosion shook him. The flood took out an electrical transformer. Now the wails
would echo through this Death Valley in complete darkness. Bennett wiped his eyes on his
sleeve and plowed through the water to the driver’s side of the truck. He yanked open the door,
climbed behind the wheel, and gunned the engine. The truck churned water but gathered speed
up the gravel road that led to the top of the rock cliff behind the little village of Brighton. There,
Bennett, Suzanne, Rose and Moose exited the truck. Huddled together in the freezing rain, they
watched, wet-eyed, mute and helpless, as the horror continued.Chapter ThreeThree days
laterThere were the fragile-- those who could not comprehend the enormity of such human
suffering and loss. These shuddered and dropped in silence to the floor. And then there were
the lost, the men and women who shuffled slack-jawed, staring with vacant eyes, forever locked
in the void of shock. These former neighbors and friends would never again venture into a post-
flood reality. One of them beckoned now to Rose. Despite the ice cold touch of her fingers on
Rose’s arm, the woman smiled. “Hit didn’t get my Amy, Merciful Jesus, hit didn’t get my baby.
See? My Amy’s right here, she’s gonna be all right!” The woman, clad in a neighbor’s bed sheet,
smiled serenely and offered a battered, rubber doll for Rose’s inspection.The water swirled at



the woman’s feet.“Watch out!” Rose screamed. She flinched at the sound of a deafening boom!
The electric power station exploded, hit by the avalanching wall of black sludge. She wanted to
cover her ears but the numbness prevented her. “Run for your lives! The dam broke!” She
watched the water as it tore toward her. It smashed like a tidal wave against one side of the
hollow and then it leapt across houses and churches and loaded coal cars to smash into the
rock cliffs on the other side.Suddenly Rose’s icy body warmed. There was a blaze, a bright, fiery
blaze in the middle of the water! BOOM! Another explosion, this followed by thick black smoke
and debris, flying debris. People in strange costumes screamed and ran. They ran through the
smoke with their bodies bent close to the ground. Rose strained to see, but she couldn’t make
out their faces. Then she saw him-- Jan!He smiled at her, smiled that beautiful deep dimpled
smile. “RAT-TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT!”“Jan! No! No! Jan!”The flood was not an act of God. No, the
thirty foot wall of raging black death that virtually wiped off the map Prater, Largemont, Coleta,
Lucasville, Spurgeon, Katy, Lakeville, Rogers, Oakmont, Beacon, Fremont, Raceland, Argollite,
Cleary, Karnes and Brighton, the sixteen towns scattered along the seventeen mile stretch of
Wolf Laurel Creek-- was the result of a coal mining operation’s move to save money.Rather than
dump the tons of water that were required daily to wash coal, the mining company began to
store the waste water behind a slag heap. The slag heap grew from a mountain of coal waste
and debris into a makeshift dam. The dam rose high enough to contain a hundred million tons of
water.It was wide enough and strong enough to support the forty-nine-ton bull dozers that mine
operators drove across the top of it many times daily. On the morning of the flood, one of the
dozer operators reported to the company supervisor that the dam felt spongy. He suggested
that the residents of the sixteen communities scattered below the dam, down the narrow,
snaking, hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, be warned to evacuate. The coal company
supervisor advised that no such warning would be necessary.The dam collapsed.There was no
power or telephone service to the area and both roads and railways were impassable. The
explosive force of the slag filled water was powerful enough to uproot railroad tracks and twist
them like pipe cleaners around trees.The raging water destroyed homes and businesses,
demolishing them as effectively as bombs, while scraping the landscape of some of the
communities so barren that even the topsoil was removed. Wolf Laurel Creek was cut off from
the outside world for two days. In freezing temperatures, the survivors were stranded without
communications, water, or power. The flood took the food supply and the local grocery stores
that provided it.Thousands of the homeless crowded into the school gyms and other emergency
shelters. Some were taken in by kin outside the flood area and some by neighbors whose
homes had escaped the ravages of the flood.Mustafa was lucky. His home had survived
undamaged and for the past two days had seemed more like a barracks than a home. Mustafa,
Suzanne and Bennett had taken in families and sole survivors, as many as could possibly be
crowded into the modest house. There, the friends had willingly shared food, water, shelter and
all of the necessities that they possessed. Water had to be hauled down the frozen
mountainside in buckets by men on foot since the hollow was impassable to all motorized



vehicles. Food was rationed until emergency supplies began to arrive, first by helicopter, then
through emergency relief organizations.The strong worked in shifts, filling the water buckets,
stoking the fire, preparing food, and comforting the weak, the broken and the disabled.Beds
were offered and refused. Wretched in their despair and grateful beyond words, the survivors
dozed sitting upright with their backs against the wall or with their heads resting on the shoulders
of kin. Suzanne and Rose crept among them, taking care not to disturb those who slumbered, no
matter how briefly. They quietly took sleeping infants from the arms of their mothers who battled
to remain alert, but succumbed in the end to woeful exhaustion and fitful sleep.Bennett and
Mustafa tended the injured and kept watch, alerted by sudden shrieks to the clamoring of men
toward the door; men desperate to rip open the door and shout warnings to their neighbors.
“Run, run for your lives! The dam’s broke!”Bennett and Moose gently turned the men by the
shoulders and led them into the kitchen where the traumatized survivors would be comforted by
hot coffee and compassionate souls.Only yesterday the displaced survivors had gone, relocated
to the emergency shelters in schools and churches to await temporary new quarters in
designated mobile home communities that HUD would provide. And now, alone at last, Suzanne
and Rose looked forward to returning, as much as possible, to normal.“The nightmare again?”
Suzanne asked. Concern showed in her eyes above the dark circles that resulted from her
multiple sleepless nights. She placed a steaming mug of coffee before Rose and then took one
for herself. “Oh, Suzanne, I’m so sorry for waking you again! I keep hoping it’ll go away but it
doesn’t.”Rose looked tired even though she had slept fairly well alone in her bedroom for the first
time in days. She had come down for coffee at Suzanne’s insistence but hadn’t mustered
sufficient will power to change out of her pajamas. Rose wore her long red hair pulled back in a
neat ponytail. Her face looked freshly scrubbed. With no make-up her pale skin glowed. Her
green eyes looked bright and alert and despite her age, Rose looked to Suzanne like a beautiful
child. But, Suzanne noted, the dark circles under Rose’s eyes made Rose look like a beautiful,
troubled, child.“Sweetie, don’t apologize to me. It’s going to take some time. We were all there,
remember? None of us are strangers to nightmares anymore. This isn’t something that’s going
to go away any time soon.” “We have to remember that we’re the lucky ones. We have
everything to be grateful for. These people lost everything, their loved ones, their homes and
belongings. They even lost their way of life.”“For the flood survivors, nothing will ever be the
same again. They can’t return to what they had before. It’s gone forever.”“You and Ben and I, we
will return home. Our loved ones and our homes are still right where we left them. And
eventually Moose will move on. Unless something happens to change his mind he’ll start his
own practice in a metropolitan area somewhere.”Suzanne took a sip of her coffee and smiled.
“Ben’s getting so attached to Moose, I think Ben’s trying to persuade him to settle in Ashford so
that they can continue to antagonize one another.”Rose had to smile at that. “I don’t blame Ben,
Moose is an incredible man and he’s a great doctor. You all are. You work so tirelessly and give
so much of yourselves. I don’t know how you manage. You’ve gone without food and sleep and
it looks like you’ve lost weight, too.” Suzanne interrupted with “And that didn’t hurt any of



us!”Rose laughed aloud. Suzanne hadn’t changed. She remained just as optimistic and vibrant
as ever. This morning her black silky hair hung loose behind a red headband. She was dressed
in a green sweatshirt and jeans and as always, Suzanne was there offering Rose comfort and
support. It was true that Suzanne, Bennett and Moose had had their share of nightmares. It
was also unlikely that anyone who had witnessed or survived the flood slept as peacefully now
as before. The horrific images would not go away. The screams and cries of the victims tore
their way into the soundest of sleep. The coffee pot had rarely been empty of hot coffee since the
flood. More often than not, a good portion of every night had been spent here at the table.
Some talked while some listened and all remembered. With a glance at the stairs it suddenly
occurred to Rose that she and Suzanne were alone in the house. Had the men been present,
they would most likely be here at the table drinking coffee too.“Where’s Bennett and Mustafa?
You usually leave when they do.”“Not today!” Suzanne stretched her arms above her head and
spoke the words with relish.“This is my day off, or at least, it’s the day that I’m taking off. Ben and
Moose had a meeting with the other area doctors. After the meeting they’re going over the
mountain to help with the smallpox immunizations. They’re hoping to immunize every flood
survivor against typhoid.”“I volunteered to go along but Ben ordered me to stay home and relax.”
Suzanne swept her eyes over the kitchen cabinets and then she said with a chuckle “I think what
he meant was, go get some groceries and feed me a decent meal.”“Suzanne, I can do that! I’d
be glad to. Why don’t you let me do the shopping and you stay here and relax?” Rose reached
for Suzanne’s cup and then stepped to the counter to the coffee pot. “Thanks, Sweetie, but I’m
afraid to be alone with myself right now. I think that if I don’t keep moving and going…, I’m not
sure what I feel…,” Suzanne’s words came out in a whisper. She wrapped her hands around her
coffee cup and fought the tears that spilled from her eyes. “Oh, Suzanne, don’t!” Rose cried
and hurried to Suzanne with a hug.Suzanne pulled a tissue from a box on the table. She wiped
at her eyes and then continued. “I’m convinced that we could have done more! Somehow,
someway, we could have saved more of them. But we didn’t know how! We did everything we
knew to do, but that damn black sludge! Even when we could get it out of their eyes and noses
and throats, the damage was already done!”“Once it got into their lungs there was nothing we
could do to save them. We had to watch them suffocate! Over and over, so many of them! God,
I feel so angry and ashamed and helpless and guilty!” Suzanne slammed her fist on the table
and then she dropped her head on her arms and sobbed. “But Suzanne, look how many you did
save--you and Bennett and Moose. If the three of you hadn’t been here, right here in this house
when that water came down, who knows how many more lives would have been lost?” “Without
you and Ben and Moose, hundreds of these people wouldn’t be here today! Ask yourself why,
every time we open the door, there’s another package on the porch. We all know the packages
are from the survivors.”“They’re grateful and they want to show it. They credit you with saving
their loved ones. These brave, wonderful people will never forget all that you did. They knew
that you couldn’t save everybody. No one could have saved everybody!” Rose slammed her fist
on the table. It startled Suzanne. Rose looked so angry, so defiant, so determined to absolve



Suzanne of any feelings of guilt.Suzanne rolled her eyes above her crossed arms to peek at
Rose. Rose remained standing at Suzanne’s side, her face rigid, her eyes flashing, her temper
flaring. “Whoa there, Mama! This table can only take so many punches!” Suzanne said with a
giggle to her red-haired warrior friend.Rose propped her backside against the table. Coffee
sluiced from the cups but Rose laughed. “Hey, if we ever go into combat I want you on my
side!” Suzanne said through her laughter to Rose. Suzanne wiped at the spilled coffee with a
tissue and then added “You fire right up, don’t you?” Smiling and anticipating a reply, Suzanne
raised her eyes to Rose.The red haired warrior had vanished. She had been replaced by a
tormented waif.Rose’s transformation stunned Suzanne. “Rose? What?!”Rose dropped her
eyes to stare at her exposed forearms. The hair on them was standing. Chill bumps covered the
surface of her skin. Her lips began to quiver and inexplicably, she burst into sobs. “Combat…. It
wasn’t costumes. It was uniforms, military uniforms! The nightmare. It was Jan! There was
shooting. And a fire! Jan’s been hurt. Oh God, Suzanne! Jan’s been hurt!”Chapter ThreeThree
days laterThere were the fragile-- those who could not comprehend the enormity of such human
suffering and loss. These shuddered and dropped in silence to the floor. And then there were
the lost, the men and women who shuffled slack-jawed, staring with vacant eyes, forever locked
in the void of shock. These former neighbors and friends would never again venture into a post-
flood reality. One of them beckoned now to Rose. Despite the ice cold touch of her fingers on
Rose’s arm, the woman smiled. “Hit didn’t get my Amy, Merciful Jesus, hit didn’t get my baby.
See? My Amy’s right here, she’s gonna be all right!” The woman, clad in a neighbor’s bed sheet,
smiled serenely and offered a battered, rubber doll for Rose’s inspection.The water swirled at
the woman’s feet.“Watch out!” Rose screamed. She flinched at the sound of a deafening boom!
The electric power station exploded, hit by the avalanching wall of black sludge. She wanted to
cover her ears but the numbness prevented her. “Run for your lives! The dam broke!” She
watched the water as it tore toward her. It smashed like a tidal wave against one side of the
hollow and then it leapt across houses and churches and loaded coal cars to smash into the
rock cliffs on the other side.Suddenly Rose’s icy body warmed. There was a blaze, a bright, fiery
blaze in the middle of the water! BOOM! Another explosion, this followed by thick black smoke
and debris, flying debris. People in strange costumes screamed and ran. They ran through the
smoke with their bodies bent close to the ground. Rose strained to see, but she couldn’t make
out their faces. Then she saw him-- Jan!He smiled at her, smiled that beautiful deep dimpled
smile. “RAT-TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT!”“Jan! No! No! Jan!”The flood was not an act of God. No, the
thirty foot wall of raging black death that virtually wiped off the map Prater, Largemont, Coleta,
Lucasville, Spurgeon, Katy, Lakeville, Rogers, Oakmont, Beacon, Fremont, Raceland, Argollite,
Cleary, Karnes and Brighton, the sixteen towns scattered along the seventeen mile stretch of
Wolf Laurel Creek-- was the result of a coal mining operation’s move to save money.The flood
was not an act of God. No, the thirty foot wall of raging black death that virtually wiped off the
map Prater, Largemont, Coleta, Lucasville, Spurgeon, Katy, Lakeville, Rogers, Oakmont,
Beacon, Fremont, Raceland, Argollite, Cleary, Karnes and Brighton, the sixteen towns scattered



along the seventeen mile stretch of Wolf Laurel Creek-- was the result of a coal mining
operation’s move to save money.The flood was not an act of God. No, the thirty foot wall of
raging black death that virtually wiped off the map Prater, Largemont, Coleta, Lucasville,
Spurgeon, Katy, Lakeville, Rogers, Oakmont, Beacon, Fremont, Raceland, Argollite, Cleary,
Karnes and Brighton, the sixteen towns scattered along the seventeen mile stretch of Wolf
Laurel Creek-- was the result of a coal mining operation’s move to save money.Rather than
dump the tons of water that were required daily to wash coal, the mining company began to
store the waste water behind a slag heap. The slag heap grew from a mountain of coal waste
and debris into a makeshift dam. The dam rose high enough to contain a hundred million tons of
water.It was wide enough and strong enough to support the forty-nine-ton bull dozers that mine
operators drove across the top of it many times daily. On the morning of the flood, one of the
dozer operators reported to the company supervisor that the dam felt spongy. He suggested
that the residents of the sixteen communities scattered below the dam, down the narrow,
snaking, hollow known as Wolf Laurel Creek, be warned to evacuate. The coal company
supervisor advised that no such warning would be necessary.The dam collapsed. There was no
power or telephone service to the area and both roads and railways were impassable. The
explosive force of the slag filled water was powerful enough to uproot railroad tracks and twist
them like pipe cleaners around trees.The raging water destroyed homes and businesses,
demolishing them as effectively as bombs, while scraping the landscape of some of the
communities so barren that even the topsoil was removed. Wolf Laurel Creek was cut off from
the outside world for two days. In freezing temperatures, the survivors were stranded without
communications, water, or power. The flood took the food supply and the local grocery stores
that provided it.Thousands of the homeless crowded into the school gyms and other emergency
shelters. Some were taken in by kin outside the flood area and some by neighbors whose
homes had escaped the ravages of the flood.Mustafa was lucky. His home had survived
undamaged and for the past two days had seemed more like a barracks than a home. Mustafa,
Suzanne and Bennett had taken in families and sole survivors, as many as could possibly be
crowded into the modest house. There, the friends had willingly shared food, water, shelter and
all of the necessities that they possessed. Water had to be hauled down the frozen
mountainside in buckets by men on foot since the hollow was impassable to all motorized
vehicles. Food was rationed until emergency supplies began to arrive, first by helicopter, then
through emergency relief organizations.The strong worked in shifts, filling the water buckets,
stoking the fire, preparing food, and comforting the weak, the broken and the disabled.Beds
were offered and refused. Wretched in their despair and grateful beyond words, the survivors
dozed sitting upright with their backs against the wall or with their heads resting on the shoulders
of kin. Suzanne and Rose crept among them, taking care not to disturb those who slumbered, no
matter how briefly. They quietly took sleeping infants from the arms of their mothers who battled
to remain alert, but succumbed in the end to woeful exhaustion and fitful sleep.Bennett and
Mustafa tended the injured and kept watch, alerted by sudden shrieks to the clamoring of men



toward the door; men desperate to rip open the door and shout warnings to their neighbors.
“Run, run for your lives! The dam’s broke!”Bennett and Moose gently turned the men by the
shoulders and led them into the kitchen where the traumatized survivors would be comforted by
hot coffee and compassionate souls.Only yesterday the displaced survivors had gone, relocated
to the emergency shelters in schools and churches to await temporary new quarters in
designated mobile home communities that HUD would provide. And now, alone at last, Suzanne
and Rose looked forward to returning, as much as possible, to normal.“The nightmare again?”
Suzanne asked. Concern showed in her eyes above the dark circles that resulted from her
multiple sleepless nights. She placed a steaming mug of coffee before Rose and then took one
for herself. “Oh, Suzanne, I’m so sorry for waking you again! I keep hoping it’ll go away but it
doesn’t.”Rose looked tired even though she had slept fairly well alone in her bedroom for the first
time in days. She had come down for coffee at Suzanne’s insistence but hadn’t mustered
sufficient will power to change out of her pajamas. Rose wore her long red hair pulled back in a
neat ponytail. Her face looked freshly scrubbed. With no make-up her pale skin glowed. Her
green eyes looked bright and alert and despite her age, Rose looked to Suzanne like a beautiful
child. But, Suzanne noted, the dark circles under Rose’s eyes made Rose look like a beautiful,
troubled, child.“Sweetie, don’t apologize to me. It’s going to take some time. We were all there,
remember? None of us are strangers to nightmares anymore. This isn’t something that’s going
to go away any time soon.” “We have to remember that we’re the lucky ones. We have
everything to be grateful for. These people lost everything, their loved ones, their homes and
belongings. They even lost their way of life.”“For the flood survivors, nothing will ever be the
same again. They can’t return to what they had before. It’s gone forever.”“You and Ben and I, we
will return home. Our loved ones and our homes are still right where we left them. And
eventually Moose will move on. Unless something happens to change his mind he’ll start his
own practice in a metropolitan area somewhere.”Suzanne took a sip of her coffee and smiled.
“Ben’s getting so attached to Moose, I think Ben’s trying to persuade him to settle in Ashford so
that they can continue to antagonize one another.”Rose had to smile at that. “I don’t blame Ben,
Moose is an incredible man and he’s a great doctor. You all are. You work so tirelessly and give
so much of yourselves. I don’t know how you manage. You’ve gone without food and sleep and
it looks like you’ve lost weight, too.” Suzanne interrupted with “And that didn’t hurt any of
us!”Rose laughed aloud. Suzanne hadn’t changed. She remained just as optimistic and vibrant
as ever. This morning her black silky hair hung loose behind a red headband. She was dressed
in a green sweatshirt and jeans and as always, Suzanne was there offering Rose comfort and
support. It was true that Suzanne, Bennett and Moose had had their share of nightmares. It
was also unlikely that anyone who had witnessed or survived the flood slept as peacefully now
as before. The horrific images would not go away. The screams and cries of the victims tore
their way into the soundest of sleep. The coffee pot had rarely been empty of hot coffee since the
flood. More often than not, a good portion of every night had been spent here at the table.
Some talked while some listened and all remembered. With a glance at the stairs it suddenly



occurred to Rose that she and Suzanne were alone in the house. Had the men been present,
they would most likely be here at the table drinking coffee too.“Where’s Bennett and Mustafa?
You usually leave when they do.”“Not today!” Suzanne stretched her arms above her head and
spoke the words with relish.“This is my day off, or at least, it’s the day that I’m taking off. Ben and
Moose had a meeting with the other area doctors. After the meeting they’re going over the
mountain to help with the smallpox immunizations. They’re hoping to immunize every flood
survivor against typhoid.”“I volunteered to go along but Ben ordered me to stay home and relax.”
Suzanne swept her eyes over the kitchen cabinets and then she said with a chuckle “I think what
he meant was, go get some groceries and feed me a decent meal.”“Suzanne, I can do that! I’d
be glad to. Why don’t you let me do the shopping and you stay here and relax?” Rose reached
for Suzanne’s cup and then stepped to the counter to the coffee pot. “Thanks, Sweetie, but I’m
afraid to be alone with myself right now. I think that if I don’t keep moving and going…, I’m not
sure what I feel…,” Suzanne’s words came out in a whisper. She wrapped her hands around her
coffee cup and fought the tears that spilled from her eyes. “Oh, Suzanne, don’t!” Rose cried
and hurried to Suzanne with a hug.Suzanne pulled a tissue from a box on the table. She wiped
at her eyes and then continued. “I’m convinced that we could have done more! Somehow,
someway, we could have saved more of them. But we didn’t know how! We did everything we
knew to do, but that damn black sludge! Even when we could get it out of their eyes and noses
and throats, the damage was already done!”“Once it got into their lungs there was nothing we
could do to save them. We had to watch them suffocate! Over and over, so many of them! God,
I feel so angry and ashamed and helpless and guilty!” Suzanne slammed her fist on the table
and then she dropped her head on her arms and sobbed. “But Suzanne, look how many you did
save--you and Bennett and Moose. If the three of you hadn’t been here, right here in this house
when that water came down, who knows how many more lives would have been lost?” “Without
you and Ben and Moose, hundreds of these people wouldn’t be here today! Ask yourself why,
every time we open the door, there’s another package on the porch. We all know the packages
are from the survivors.”“They’re grateful and they want to show it. They credit you with saving
their loved ones. These brave, wonderful people will never forget all that you did. They knew
that you couldn’t save everybody. No one could have saved everybody!” Rose slammed her fist
on the table. It startled Suzanne. Rose looked so angry, so defiant, so determined to absolve
Suzanne of any feelings of guilt.Suzanne rolled her eyes above her crossed arms to peek at
Rose. Rose remained standing at Suzanne’s side, her face rigid, her eyes flashing, her temper
flaring. “Whoa there, Mama! This table can only take so many punches!” Suzanne said with a
giggle to her red-haired warrior friend.Rose propped her backside against the table. Coffee
sluiced from the cups but Rose laughed. “Hey, if we ever go into combat I want you on my
side!” Suzanne said through her laughter to Rose. Suzanne wiped at the spilled coffee with a
tissue and then added “You fire right up, don’t you?” Smiling and anticipating a reply, Suzanne
raised her eyes to Rose.The red haired warrior had vanished. She had been replaced by a
tormented waif.Rose’s transformation stunned Suzanne. “Rose? What?!”Rose dropped her



eyes to stare at her exposed forearms. The hair on them was standing. Chill bumps covered the
surface of her skin. Her lips began to quiver and inexplicably, she burst into sobs. “Combat…. It
wasn’t costumes. It was uniforms, military uniforms! The nightmare. It was Jan! There was
shooting.  And a fire!  Jan’s been hurt.  Oh God, Suzanne!  Jan’s been hurt!”
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C. Yates, “Return to Widows Hollow. A sweet story about disaster, friendship and love. Living in
a small mining community where the people think the mining company is taking good care of
them, they realize after the hard rains come and the sludge dam breaks how they weren't taken
care of at all. Many lives were lost and buildings destroyed. As the destroyed buildings are being
bulldozed down, a small deaf child is found in one of the dilapidated houses along with his dead
mother. Two of the doctors who are new in the area try to adopt the child. The main character,
Rose, has come to the community to assist in helping start a new clinic with the three doctors
who are seen as outsiders. As small communities can sometimes be clannish and outsiders
are not looked upon kindly. Rose has some special gifts that work in the newcomers favor; she
is also in love with Jan who is in Vietnam and missing in he war zone. I downloaded my book
onto my Kindle from Amazon and you can get this book now on your Kindle for an enjoyable
read.”

joann, “Ask And You Shall Be Given.. I liked this book because it held my interest to the end. It
was sad, happy and exciting all at the same time. What I didn't like about this book was how the
people from West Virginia were portrayed. I grew up in Three Churches, West Virginia. I
graduated from Romney High School. I worked at the West Virginia School For The Deaf And
Blind as work experience my graduating year. I lived in the mountains, and I have never heard
anyone speak with the hick language that was in this book. I am seventy years old and a military
wife. I love to read. This series of books caught my interest when I saw they were set in West
Virginia. I like reading christian books.  Keep writing. God bless”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful. I bought this book after reading the first of "The Appalachian
Trilogy, Rosemillion", I think this one is as good or better then the first one. I found my self lost in
the time and experiencing the fears, the pain, the loss and the joys of the wonderfully described
characters. I fell in love with Rose and all the other characters in the book, I cried, bit my nails,
and laughed out loud, I can see Daniel playing with his cars in my mind now, it makes me smile
and want to learn how to sign. This book was easy to read and hard to put down, I can't wait for
the next book to come out.  Hurry, Hurry, Hurry”

Linda Husvar, “Return to Widows Hollow. The author skillfully portrayed the tragedy during the
flood/mud-slide in Wold Laurel Creek, West Virginia. As Rose (Pick) came from Kentucky to help
"Dr. Moose" open a clinic, we saw her dealing with Jan's missing in action in Viet Nam. In the
midst of the flood, we saw Suzanne and Bennett's struggle to adopt Daniel. These events
seemed so real, I felt as though I was there. The author kept me on the edge of my seat until the
very end. Highly recommended for those who would enjoy a mountain "cliff-hanger."”

Ebook Library Reader, “Laughed and Cried With Them. The "family" is all grown but I'm still with



them. A fast paced read with lots and lots of plot twists. The best parts are the characters you've
come to love, with all their quirks, and the new ones. You have to suspend disbelief a number of
times, but it was fun to see how J. Eliza worked it all out. Can't wait for book 3.”

Ebook Library Reader, “West Virginia Mountain Life. Great book to read with some twists but
more surprises. Material was well written but the ending, I was hoping that we would find out who
set the fires at the barn, a button was found and then it trailed off. It did leave some evidence of
who may have lit the fire but then that part of the story faded. Either way, the ending was strong
and satisfying.”

Bev, “Return to Widows Hollow. This book continues the saga of the people of the West Virginia
mountains. If only others could learn a lesson from this story. These ones have compassion for
friends and neighbors that is lacking in other cultures.A great read, could not put either book
down until finished. I am looking forward to the next book”

Maria, “Wow is an understatement in regards to this book.. What a fantastic story of love and
unyielding faith. Words cannot express just how deeply touched I was by this book. I cannot
imagine how the third book in the series can beat this one.”

The book by J. Helen Elza has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 250 people have provided feedback.
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